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A Conversion to Direct Costs
by CHARLES R. CHAMBERS
Staff Ac countant , Mothie son, Ait ken & Co ., Phila delphia, Penna.

A company in which direct costing for internal reporting purposes
was installed, as narrated in the present article, provides an example
of the applicability of this costing basis where sales volume fluctuates markedly and the question o f n e w p ro d u c t s a n d m a rk e t s , a s we l l
as the profitability of old ones, frequently arises.
AN Y RE CE N T ARTICLES h a v e b e e n w r i t t e n d e s c r i b i n g d i r e c t c o s t s a n d c o m -

M

paring this method to conventional or so- called full costs. Arguments
have been advanced on both sides of the question. The writer is not convinced
that either method is the best for all businesses. Rather, the problems in any
one particular case should be studied before adopting the accounting system
which will provide the best operating information. The purpose of this paper
is to present a recent case in which a conventional standard cost accounting system was converted, in order to permit submission of internal operating statements using direct cost methods. The basis for external reports, including tax
returns, was not changed.
The Company and Its Cost System
The company manufactures machinery and has approximately fifteen product
lines. Shipments of machines are at the rate of seventy -five per month, in addition to sale of replacement parts. Different product lines are sold for basically
different end uses and in entirely different markets. These conditions also exist
within some of the product lines. The company's manufacturing operations consist basically of two steps: the manufacture and /or assembly of parts and the
assembly of machines to order from these parts. Most parts are manufactured
and subassemblies are completed and stocked for use in assembly of the
MA R C H , 1952
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machines. The operation of the business requires a large technical organization and fixed or semifixed expenses are unusually high when compared to direct
labor hours.
For some time the company has been using a conventional standard cost
accounting system, with standards established for each part. Material and labor
charges on stock orders were identified to an order number and variances computed. The burden rate was established from budgets of all manufacturing
expenses compared to direct labor dollars. No variances were considered in
assembly of machines, since there is no completely "standard" machine. The
machine cost consisted of standard parts at standard cost, special parts at actual
cost, assembly labor at actual cost and manufacturing burden at the established
rate. Standards were changed annually as at physical inventory time.

Needs Which Were Not Met
The consideration of direct costs as an avenue to better accounting methods
was caused by several factors. Due to the relatively high overhead rate, the
comparability of profits to sales volumes in different periods was heavily influenced by the level of factory activity. In a postwar period, when materials had
become available, the factory was engaged in a program to rebuild the supply
of parts and to manufacture new parts for new product lines. The large amount
of overhead absorbed in the inventory increase resulted in unusual profits. The
comparison of sales volume and profits of this period to later periods did not
make sense to operating management. Had the inventory decreased substantially
in succeeding periods, comparisons would have been even more disproportionate,
since cost of sales in this later period would have included fixed expenses of
the previous period carried forward as inventory, in addition to fixed expenses
of the later period of lower volume, charged off as unabsorbed overhead.
Moreover, as the company developed new products and entered new markets,
manufacturing costs, as developed, became less and less useful for setting selling prices. In the presentation of operating profits by product lines, it was
entirely possible for a product to show an operating loss when, in reality, the
sale of this product at its marketable price resulted in a substantial contribution
toward the fixed overhead of the company. While it was possible to determine
the "cash margin" with respect to any one sale, to do so as a regular thing meant
continuous presentation of special studies. Even if studies of this type could be
made, their correlation with the conventional profit and loss statement did not
present an easy task. This problem is well commented on in N. A. C. A.
792
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Research Series 19 which contains a section on the "Contribution Margin
Approach ". The difficulty in obtaining the "cash contribution" as a special
study was magnified in the case under discussion because the product is composed of subassemblies which are likewise made up of subassemblies.
Still further, in the development of new products or in the search for new
markets, many management decisions may well be wrongly influenced by product costs which include fixed overhead. The word, "cost ", has definite implications to management and the inclusion of fixed overhead in costs could easily
result in not entering a market when a decision to do so might increase total
profits of the company.
One other factor considered favorably in connection with the use of direct
costing was the highlighting of fixed overhead, deducted as one amount on the
operating statement. The use of conventional over -or- under - absorbed overhead
does not have this force in pointing out the large amount of what might be
called basic- organization expense.
Since the primary duty of accounting is to furnish facts of value to operating
management, there was considerable doubt in this case that conventional methods met the test. The ideal solution appeared to be provided by the profit and
loss statement in direct cost form, i.e., the presentation of all key operating
facts on one single schedule, thus eliminating such confusing features as reconcilement of special studies to conventional operating statements. Supplementary information would then support the operating statements without need for
explanations.
Setting New Standards
The problem of setting new standards on a direct cost basis does not involve
any work not required in a change in the conventional standard burden rate.
However, the determination of variable overhead for inclusion in standards is
not easy. We decided for several reasons to lean heavily on the side of considering items as fixed overhead. The inclusion of semifixed expenses among
the variables would serve to defeat the purpose of converting to direct costs.
This is particularly true in a period of declining production volume when management would not be receptive to unabsorbed overhead caused by semifixed
expenses among the variables, especially following a change intended to iron
out this very situation. Again, although some items included among the fixed
overhead may be semivariable, these particular expenses are ones with respect
to which some management action, such as re- determination of budgets, would
be necessary to bring about any substantial reduction if volume decreased. MoreMA R CH , 19 5 2
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SALES ANALYSIS SHEET
Order No
Product .........................

..............................
$

Gross sales price
Deductions

........................

Net sales price

$

%

$

Cash margin

%

$

Direct cost
Engineering department
Factory cost
Installation
Selling expense

$

Provision for fixed overhead
Net profit or loss

EXHIBIT 1

over, the opposite circumstance, a period of rising volume causing increase in
fixed overhead due to inclusion of semivariables did not seem to be cause for
concern. Such increases are usually accepted as a necessary incident to the conduct of the business.
Since the setting of new standards on the direct cost basis could only be done
at the time of the annual physical inventory, the work was timed to have new
standards on a direct cost basis available at that time. Physical inventories had
always been priced at both old and new standards so the procedure was not
any different than that usually followed. This time the difference between the
standards represented largely the amount of fixed overhead included in the
old standards but omitted from the new. (The treatment of this amount on the
books is discussed later in connection with income tax considerations.)
One of the problems encountered was that of the necessity of including certain expenses among the fixed charges, which could be properly charged to a
particular order for a machine. It was desirable to have such expenses reflected
in departmental fixed cost budgets and also to have them reflected as charges to
the machine order as production costs. The two departments most affected by
this point were engineering, and installation and service. We decided upon a
time reporting system from which journal entries are prepared charging the
cost of the order and crediting the department in total for any direct charges.
794
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Thus the individual departmental expenses are compared to budgets while the
department shows a credit for the direct charges transferred.
One further segregation of fixed expenses was desirable. Many items, while
not identifiable to individual orders, could be identified to product lines. These
included product line advertising, field tests and demonstrations, shows and
exhibitions, etc. It would seem that such expenses should be deducted from the
cash margin of the appropriate product line in the presentation of periodic
income statements. This was done.

Information as to Profits By Orders and Product Lines
The old system provided for the cost department to insert the cost of machine
orders on a copy of the invoice. A new form was devised which could be circulated among various departments and which would point out, in terms of
direct costing, any orders which did not produce a satisfactory profit. These
forms are processed through the controller who decides which ones are worthy
of management attention. This form, called the Sales Analysis Sheet is reproduced as Exhibit 1.
This form serves as an accounting record, showing the accumulation of
accounting information necessary to prepare journal entries. By sorting the
forms by product class, cost of sales by line is obtained. Installation expense is
estimated, while the selling expense pertains to identifiable compensation to
salesmen. All of the expenses except factory cost are credited to departmental
expense accounts without disturbing individual expense classifications for budget
purposes.
Many methods of allocating fixed overhead to individual orders, necessary
to the completion of the sales analysis sheet, can be argued as sound. In this
case fixed overhead (as classified in Exhibit 1) includes fixed selling and administrative expense, as well as fixed factory expenses. The only reason for including such an allocation on this form, which concerns individual orders, is to compare the results with the standard pricing formula applicable to the product
line. The allocation of fixed overhead, as made for this purpose, rests upon
predetermined budgets which are also used in pricing policy. The basis of allocation is sales dollars.
Sales and cost of sales by product line, obtained by sorting the sales analysis
sheets, is availed of in preparation of the income statement. Parts sales are
accumulated in a separate sales account in the general ledger. The portion of
fixed expenses identifiable to product lines is accumulated separately in the
MA R CH , 19 3 2
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INCOME STATEMENT
(Month or year to date)

6,000.00

$11,000.00
5,000.00

—

—

8,000.00 $2,000.00
7,000.00 8,000.00
5,000.00 7,000.00

$

$

Product A— Market A $10,000.00
Market B 15,000.00
Market C 12,000.00
Product B
25,000.00
Product C—M a r k e t
18,000.00
Market B 16,000.00
17,000.00
Pa its

CASH
MA R G IN

DIRECT
COST

17,000.00

8,000.00

3,000.00

12,000.00
9,000.00
8,000.00

6,000.00
7,000.00
9,000.00

2,000.00

—

NET
SALES

PROFIT
BEFORE
OTHER
FIXED
EXPENSES

PRODUCT
COSTS
IN
FIXED
EXPENSES

Variations from standard cost

11,000.00
9,000.00
1,000.00
$37,000.00

Fixed expenses
Manufacturing
Engineering
Selling
Administrative
Research

$10,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
1,000.00
20,000.00

Operating profit

$17,000.00

EXHIBIT 2

general ledger and applied to product lines on the statement. The company's
regular income statement on a direct cost basis appears as in Exhibit 2.
Variations from standard cost are not eliminated, though overhead variations
will be negligible. The material and labor variances still serve the usual purposes. Changes in prices of materials and changes in the labor rates, as well as
fluctuations in usage and efficiency, are unavoidable. It is planned to give effect
to variations material in amount, on the sales analysis sheets somewhat in the
same manner as direct engineering charges to the order are accumulated. Standards must be changed annually as before, in order to give effect to changes in
methods as well as prices.
The resulting income statement provides management with a far more understandable picture than before. Some of the information now available could
have been made available under the old method of developing full costs but,
as mentioned previously, the correlation of this data with the income statement
would have been not only difficult, but confusing. The main purposes have
796
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been accomplished in that the relationship of profits to sales volume is shown,
contribution of marginal products toward the total profits of the business can
be measured, and the total of fixed expenses of conducting the business is
clearly and definitely portrayed. The computation of "break -even points"
becomes easily understandable, though, in this case, difficult because of different
margins.
External Reporting Considerations —and the Main Objective
The problem of annual reporting and income taxes in relationship to the
new internal costing procedure presented some rather difficult questions,
although, if inventories remain at approximately the same level, net profits
reported on the new basis for internal purposes would not vary substantially
from profits reported on the old basis. Consideration was given to charging the
fixed overhead, previously included in inventories, to surplus and requesting
permission to change the income tax accounting to the direct cost basis. Since
the change was made in a period when inventories were high, this idea was
abandoned because the company would lose a substantial income tax deduction
upon reduction of the inventory. Consideration was given also to the method
advanced by some accountants that the fixed overhead previously in the inventory be carried as one figure permanently. The same income tax objections are
applicable and substantial inventory changes would be likely to give rise to
complications in annual reporting.
It was finally decided to continue on the old basis for annual reporting and
for tax purposes. The amount of fixed overhead eliminated from inventory in
the conversion to direct costs is carried in a separate general ledger account for
adjustment at the end of each fiscal year. This adjustment, as mentioned, is
not likely to prove substantial unless the amount of inventory change is larger
than it has been in the past few years. The computation of the amount of fixed
overhead which would have been included in inventory under former procedures, is not too difficult. If mechanical equipment is available, the amount of
labor included in standard cost can be determined by a separate inventory pricing
and fixed overhead applied in relationship to this figure. Some 'overall" calculation of the amount should also give a reasonable result.
On the whole, conversion to direct costs proved to be a relatively simple
matter, except for the income tax considerations. When it is felt that the inventories are at a reasonably low point, we hope to obtain permission to change
to direct costs for this purpose. The general feeling of all concerned is that, if
better information can be provided for the day -to -day conduct of the business,
the other accounting requirements should be, in a measure, subordinated to this.
M A R C H , 1952
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Cost Proposals on Defense Contracts Call for Care
by L. C. SIMMONS
Comptroller, National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Penna.

Major space in this article is devoted to consideration of cost proposals —and cost control —on facility contracts, with attention to
those which are temporarily (with more or less extended duration)
running on letters of intent, rather than formal contracts. Cost proposals for experimental and development contracts and also for supply contracts, on which the bulk of procurement proceeds, are also
treated.

government ConA tracts, the exact type is not the controlling factor from aOfpricing
standpoint
LT HO U G H T HE RE ARE A N U M BE R O F D I FFE RE N T T Y PE S

in the accounting problems involved. It is essential to have good accounting
records and control regardless of the contract, whether it be a fixed price contract, whether it embody price redetermination or incentive features, or whether
it is a straight cost reimbursement or cost plus fixed fee contract. Of course, it
may be —for the time being —just a letter of intent, and more will be said
about this shortly. In any event, contracts divide themselves into the following
areas, the first three of which will be discussed here, in the order given.
I. Experimental and development contracts.
2. Facility contracts.

3. Supply contracts.
4. Maintenance and sfend -by contracts.

Experimental and Development Contracts

Experimental and development contracts usually provide for research engineering for the development of new products or for making desired changes in
existing products. They will quite likely require some experimental work in
plants or shops. Consequently, the cost proposal should provide, not only a
cost for the engineering work but also the cost of this experimental work.
Since our company does not normally sell engineering services, it has been
our practice to develop a rate per hour for this item. In effect, we set up a new
department, isolating the group which will conduct the experimental and development studies and building a rate per hour for individuals who directly perform services on such a contract. Experimental work in the shops will normally
be confined to isolated pieces of equipment. Cost per hour rate for operating
this type of equipment has been developed in our regular standard cost system.
Exhibit 1, Estimated Engineering Cost per Man hour, and Exhibit 2, Machine
798
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ESTIMATED ENGINEERING COST PER MAN HOUR
RATE PER
M A N HOUR
$

Labor: Engineers
Designers
Coordinator
Detailers
Department Overhead Expense
Total Cost Per Man Hour

3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00

(

$14.00
(Hypothetical Figures Used)

EXHIBIT 1

Expense per Machine Hour (for particular items of equipment), embody the
cost proposals for engineering and experimental services.
In order to properly invoice these costs, it is necessary for the engineers to
keep a record by contract of the time spent and for the accounting department
to keep a record of the time spent for equipment usage in the conduct of experimental work for each contract. Such records are kept as supporting detail for
the invoices and are subject to review by the Army Audit Agency before the
invoices are passed for payment.
Facility Contracts: Letters of Intent, Inseverable Facilities
The next type of contract in the grouping given earlier is the facility contract. Facility contracts provide for no fee or profit. Yet, in my opinion, this
is the type of contract which requires most accounting service and is the most
difficult one on which to satisfy the Army Audit Agency before invoices are
passed and the contractor can recover his money. This is particularly true when
such work is started on the basis of a letter of intent.
Present practices differ widely from those followed during World War II.
There are instances in which contractors have accepted letters of intent covering both facilities and supplies, with the exact wording used in World War II.
However, in the present situation, the Army Audit Agency has pointed up a
technical omission in this letter order form, in that it does not specifically provide for current payment of facility and installation costs. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to insist that any letter orders provide an additional paragraph perMA R CH , 19 5 2
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Machine Expense for Operating (Particular Equipment) per M achine Hour
Direct Labor
MillOperator
$4.00
................... ............................... 3.00
MillHelper ...............:.......
Heat - Charger
3.50
$10.50
.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

................... ...............................

R & M Labor
9.00
......................................................... ............................... ...................
R& M Material
1.20
............................................................................. ............................... 7.00
Electricity
....................................................................................... ...............................
Tools
6.00
................................................................................................. ...............................
Tool Service
7.00
..................................................................................... ...............................
Operating Supplies
2.40
....................................................................... ............................... .60
CokeOven Gas
............................................................................. ............................... 10.00
DepartmentalOverhead

............................................................... ...............................

$44.70
(Hypothetical Figures Used)

EXHIBIT 2

mitting current reimbursement of costs incurred for the purchase and installation of facilities.
Moreover, this particular method of doing business is dangerous if proper
accounting records and controls are not available. Letter orders are an expedient to start work on contracts calling for entirely new products and involving
the acquisition and installation of new production facilities. Since the amount
of expenditures on the average letter of intent is usually limited to approximately one -half of the estimated total contract price, it is necessary to set up
controls to avoid over - expending these funds. This is particularly necessary in
the present situation since, contrary to past practices, letter orders are not being
promptly replaced by definite contracts.
Another area of trouble on facility contracts is the definition of severable
and inseverable facilities. Facts must be recognized in classifying such items as
utility lines, for example, which are imbedded in concrete, and service facilities
which unquestionably have to be dismantled following the completion of the
contract. I have heard it argued that such items are severable and thus should
be included in the cost of the supply contract on the basis of depreciation —
usually long -term depreciation. However, as most practical people realize, such
facilities are of no value whatever to the contractor following the completion
of the contract and, as a matter of fact, he will be required to spend money to
tear them out in order to restore his plant.
800
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Estimate for Purchase and Installation of facilities
Schedule A —New Purchased Government Equipment
NO.
ITEM UNITS

2

2

5

3

1

DESCRIPTION

TRANS PORTATION
COST

PG -51495 Cut -off machines
PG -51496
approach tables
PG -51575 Boring machines
PG -51576
PG -51577
PG -51578
PG -51579
PG -70032 Salt bath furnace

1

$10,000

$100

$15,000

$16,100

2

65,000

300

2,500

67,800

3

18,000

INSTAL LA TION
COST

TOTAL
COST

&

1

NUMBER

EQUIPMENT
COST

OPERATIO N

300
10,000
31,000
(Hypothetical Figures Used)

EXHIBIT 3

Facility Contracts: The Cost Proposal
In preparation of a cost proposal for a facility contract, it is necessary, first,
for the engineers to determine the processes to be followed and the equipment
required. It is our policy to hold the engineering department responsible for
the proper estimate of costs for the purchase of facilities and also for the
installation estimate. In determining costs of equipment to be purchased, they
require, of course, the services of the purchasing department in securing bids
and price quotations. In determining the cost of installation, the engineers
must estimate the number of hours, by craft, required to make such installations.
These hours are then multiplied by standard rates to determine total costs.
Exhibit 3 shows the type of cost proposal used for facilities contracts.
Facility Contracts: Cost and Funds Control
In order to make sure that contract expenditures do not exceed the amounts
committed in the cost proposal, accounting control of expenditures is of extreme
importance. After estimated costs have been determined, detailed exhibits of
facilities and other expense required prior to the performance of the contract
are prepared by the works engineering department and forwarded to the general
office accounting, operating, and engineering departments where they are examined for compliance with the regulations pertaining to government contracts.
After approval by these departments, the works engineering department prepares two appropriation requests, one for the facilities portion of the contract
and one covering the cost of initial expendable tooling, gages, dies, jigs, fixM A R C H , 19 32
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MATERIAL COSTS
Rs. T

DETAIL

COST ESTIMATING SHEET

MATERIALCOSTS
DATE
DESCRIPTION

CUSTOMER_

INQUIRY N0.
SKETCH10.

_

MATERIALREQUIREMENTS

•A-

STEELREQUIREMENTS
MATL.CODE I METTONNAGE IRATEPERTOM I

VENDORS

AMOUNT

f

YIELD

TOTALMATERIALCOST

TOTALALLOWANCE
NET6TEELREQUIREMENTS
-NVENDORS

-C-

I
COMPONENTSPARTS REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION JPCS.REQUIREDFCDSTPERPC. I AMOUNT

TOTAL COMPONENTSREQUIREMENTS
SERYICESANDSU►PLIES- OUTSIDECOMPANIES

TOTALCONVER310MCOST- OUTSIDECOMPANIES
-0- GRANDTOTALMATERIAL, SERVICESA SUPPLIES
EXHIBIT 4

tures and other miscellaneous expense necessary to start production. These
appropriation requests are prepared in the same detail and are processed through
the same channels as regular company fixed assets appropriations. Estimates of
802
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costs, detailed by individual facilities and items of expense, are made a part of
the appropriations and these estimates are our guides in maintaining control of
expenditures. The works auditor is required to certify the availability of funds
to cover costs for each purchase requisition or work order issued on these appropriations.
It should be mentioned at this point that purchase requisitions, at the time
certification is made by the works auditor, have not as yet been submitted to
the purchasing department for placement and the estimated costs as shown
on the orders are based on quotations supplied by vendors or, if the material
being ordered is of a routine nature, on current day prices. To further avoid
the possibility of an order finally being issued by the purchasing department
for an amount in excess of funds available, priced copies of all purchase orders
affecting these appropriations are forwarded to the general office accounting
department at the time of placement, for examination and comparison with the
money provided for the purchase.
This type of control is directed to avoiding inadvertent overruns and does
not, of course, prevent overruns due to underestimating of cost. During the
present period of rising costs, we are also unable to anticipate, in many cases,
the extent of escalation charges from outside vendors which may confront us
when purchases are billed. Periodic progress reports, generally on a monthly
basis, are submitted by the works accounting department to the general office.
These show the expenditures for the current period, total expenditures to date,
and all contract commitments in the detail provided in the cost estimates. The
works engineering department also submits reports which describe the physical
progress being made on the project. Close examination is made of these two
reports by the general office accounting department to uncover immediately
any existing or potential overruns on individual facilities or items of expense.
A point of particular importance is that subcontracts on the basis of cost
plus a percentage of costs are specifically prohibited by governmental regulations and will not be reimbursed as an element of cost in the installation of
facilities or in any other type of contract.
Supply Contracts
Supply contracts form the third category, as classified by nature of work at
the start of this paper, and the final one to be discussed here. This is the area
in which most accountants are concerned and involves, I believe, the greatest
portion of ordnance contracts. As previously mentioned, good business judgment and good accounting practice should be used in estimating costs, regardMA R CH , 19 5 2
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EXHIBIT 5

less of the basis of determining contract price. Our company operates basically on a standard cost system. A cost proposal on products which have been
previously made involves merely a re- examination of existing standards from
the standpoint of material usage and yields. Recognizing that, in our case, the
plant where most ordnance business is centralized has a constantly changing
volume factor, it is necessary also for us to re- examine our overhead rates constantly, to keep them in line with circumstances.
When a proposal involves a new product not previously manufactured, it
is necessary for the engineers to study thoroughly the product specifications and
the processes to be used. Frequently, a new product also requires new facilities and, in conjunction with the cost proposal for the facility section, the engineers will study also the expected productivity from each piece of equipment.
As a result of these studies, they will furnish the accounting department with
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EXHIBIT 6

all the basic data needed, including material requirements, the labor crews involved, machines and equipment necessary, the productivity of the equipment,
information for determining cost of operating equipment, etc.
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In addition, it is, necessary, in conjunction with engineering and operating
personnel, to determine the organizational requirements of the new departments
involved, together with any increases in plant administration costs.
Likewise, in the production of new items, the accountants must be careful
to recognize the effect of the slow start -up period during the early stages of
production. It is our practice to estimate these costs as nearly as possible and
to include generally the effect of the slow production during the early weeks
of the contract, the cost of training new employees and similar related expenses.
Another element of cost which requires careful consideration is what we choose
to call get -ready costs. This type of cost is incurred in the preparation for production of a new product for which new facilities must be provided or in the
start -up of a department or production line which has been idle.
The exhibits cited below will indicate the type of estimating forms used as
a basis for a cost proposal on a supply contract. We believe that they recognize
the circumstances as accurately as can be determined. These exhibits are:
Exhibit 4— Material Costs
Exhibit 5— Manufacturing Cost.

Exhibit 6 —Cost Proposal

This type of estimating is usually performed for all supply contracts whether
a new product is being produced or whether a product previously manufactured
is involved. As a result of this estimating, we are prepared to submit the cost
proposal as a basis of negotiating a selling price.
Normally, price redeterminations are called for either at stated specific
periods of time or following the production of a substantial percentage of the
contract, usually forty per cent to fifty per cent. It is necessary, first, to gather
together the actual cost of production up to the time of redetermination and
then, based on expected future performance, to estimate the cost for the production of the remainder of the contract. On the basis of a combination of
the actual costs, plus anticipated future costs, the redetermined price is negotiated. Usually, such contracts call for audit of actual costs before the determination of the new price.

The School of Experience Does Not Recess
This presentation has, of course, reflected emphases resulting from my own
experience and makes no pretense at offering inclusive coverage of the subject
of cost proposals. Circumstances will bring to the fore many considerations
not dwelt on here. However, the material given does represent lessons of experience. The guidance given on specific points, may well save other contractors in like situations time, trouble, —and money.
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Programming and Recording Insurance
by JAMES A. McBRIDE, JR.
Secretary- Treasurer and Controller, Omar Incorporated, Omaha, Nebraska

The decisions made in the course of placing insurance lie open for
future review under the particulars of the insurance procedure outlined
in this article and newly in force in the author's company. The steps
followed and forms employed are set forth, together with the author's
comments and tentative appraisal of results.

many others, the subject of insurance has been handled
I with considerablylike
more informality than would be thought reasonable in the
N

OUR

COMPANY,

purchasing of any other commodity. For example, any proposal to spend $100
or more for capital replacements or additions requires that the money first be
appropriated for it through the regular appropriation procedure. On the other
hand, as the need for new insurance coverage is encountered, either through
expiration of previous coverage or the development of a new situation, the
subject has in the past been simply discussed with one or more insurance companies. The prospective cost was frequently many times $ 1 0 0 . Yet, although
written proposals were sometimes submitted, most of the time the insurer merely
prepared a policy, which was signed by the company — putting the coverage and
the expense into effect without further record.
This does not necessarily mean that the same conscientious consideration of
the company's interests and diligence in obtaining the best deal possible to cover
the situation were not employed, but it appears that the requirements of good
record - keeping or leaving of "tracks" would demand that it be possible for an
auditor or other authority to determine at any time what kinds of coverage were
considered, what coverage was finally chosen and why it was chosen.
Setting Policy for the Program
In order to get some of the answers to this problem for our purposes, we
made the following four determinations, supplemented by a determination as to
record of claims dealt with later in this article:
1. Responsibility —The responsibility for the purchasing or placing of insurance
and the amount of insurance coverage is appropriately that of the treasurer or other
financial officer and is so arranged in the majority of companies. In our company, the
responsibility lies with the secretary- treasurer who has delegated it to o u r home office
chief accountant.
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2. Types of Coverage —Once a year or oftener we sit down with our insurance
brok ers and other people in a position to advise us and ask them questions concerning
our present coverage, new types of insurance to be had, and generally try to have them
give us a bird's eye view of any changes which may have occurred in insurance thinking
and coverage offered in the preceding months.
3. Placing of Insurance —When new insurance is to be placed, existing insura nce is
to be renewed without change, or a revision in existing coverage is to be made, the
form Proposal to Provide Insurance Coverage (Exhibit 1 ) is filled out by ou r home
office chief accountant recommending the action to be taken. This form is designed to
give us the answers to the questions we would norma lly ask concerning the proposed
coverage. Later, it gives us definite information as to why we made our decision to
place this particular coverage as against some other particular coverage. Before the
insurance is placed, it must be approved by the secretary- treasurer. In certain cases
it may be that the insurance is of such nature or is of such significance that the
secretary - treasurer may deem it necessary to have it approved by some other officer of
the company, in which case he will join the home office chief accountant in recommending it a nd will send the form to the officer he deems best fitted to finally approve
the action.
It will be noted that there is provided on Exhibit 1 a place to show the other sources
of coverage investigated. W e like to keep our insurance competitive a nd tha t is the
reason for this particular section. When the proposal has been approved, the chief
accountant writes a letter awarding the insurance to the particular broker who has
submitted the selected coverage. Ou r brok ers ha ve a ll been notified to accept no oral
instructions.
4. Record of Insurance —In order to provide ourselves with "finger -tip" pertinent
information regarding insurance coverage in force without searching through the lenthy
terms and conditions of the policy each time such information is needed, we have
established an insurance record which is briefly outlined in the paragraphs which follow.

A Serviceable Insurance Record
The insurance record (Exhibit 2 ) is a visible card file form, 71/ 2" x 9 ". On
the front is a complete description of the policy. Item 1 shows the basis of
valuation. That would mean whether or not we are going to use market replacement cost, appraised sound value, or other bases of valuing the property
in question. Item 2 is the basis of premium, consisting of several factors. When
a renewal comes in, it is sometimes very difficult to compare the proposed
premium with the one on the former policy because of the way it is built up.
The purpose of Item 2 is to give that breakdown, so we can make the comparison
and find out what we are getting for any additional amounts of premium we are
paying.
Item 3 is reporting data. It is to give definite information as to the frequeng of reporting if the policy is of a reporting type, who is to make the
report, and just when the report is to be made. Item 4 is a description of coverage. It is intended that this description be made in as nontechnical terms ,.qs
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INSURANCE RECORD CARD
front (actual size 9 x 6)
1 BASIS OF VALUATION
2 IASIS OF PREMIUM
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EXHIBIT 2

possible so that anybody consulting the record can understand what the coverage
is without being an insurance technician or even familiar with insurance.
The item, "loss or damage action ", is intended to give us information as to
whom to call, what forms to fill out, number of copies, how soon after the
event the claim must be made, and a complete description of just what action is
to be taken in case of loss or damage.
The distribution section of the form provides columns to apportion the
premium expense to each one of our individual plants and to the proper expe.lse account number.
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The reverse side of the form is for permanent data. At the top, insurance
record policy columns provide us with the voucher number, the date of the
policy, a short description, the total amount of the premium, the amount of the
premium to be charged to expense for the year and the balance prepaid at the
year end. A final column indicates the account number to which the expense is
to be charged. Revisions in the policy, of course, can be made on the additional
lines provided under this section.
Another section, "expense for period ", provides information for three or four
years running. Since we are on a period- for - period basis, we have provided
columns for thirteen periods so that we can get the expense for the entire fiscal
year. At the bottom of the form, spaces are provided for the name of the insurance carried, the term in number of years, the face amount of the policy, the
policy number, the kind of insurance, the location or locations covered, the
policy date, the month that it expires and the division (our manufacturing unit).
These forms are filed in a visible file for accessibility. They are cross- referenced. In other words, we expect to be able to find under a type of policy all
IN S U R A N C E C L AI M S R E G IS T E R
Omar In co r p o r a t ed
Claim
Nu m be r

Da t e o f Lo s s

Lo c at i o n

Covered by
Pol icy No.

Da te and
Ho w Cl ai m
Fil ed

Da t e Cl a i m
Se t t l e d

Am o u n t o f
Lo ss

Am o u n t o f
Se t t l e me n t

EXHIBIT 3

the locations covered and, in like manner, we are able to go to a location card
and find all coverages applicable to that particular location. We also have
endeavored to set up the file so that we have cross - referenced the types of coverage. For example, there formerly was a type of insurance written which was
called "use or occupancy" insurance. Today, that type of insurance is more
commonly known as "business interruption" insurance. To make certain that
anyone not familiar with insurance practices will be led to the right file, we
have a card under "use or occupancy' insurance cross - referencing to the "business interruption" card.
Record of Claims —and What It May Show
In connection with setting up records for our insurance, we felt also that we
should have some idea of what our loss experience has been and how well the
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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insurance companies are handling it. For this we provided the claim register
shown in Exhibit 3.
As soon as a claim is filed, it is given our claim number and a separate file
folder on each claim is prepared. On the claim register, we record the date of
the loss, the location, and a description of what caused the loss, what the loss is,
the policy covering it, the agency involved, the date, and how the claim was
filed and the date it was settled. We also want to know the amount of the loss
and the amount of settlement. We provide two columns under the amount of
settlement to explain any difference between the amount of the loss and the
amount of the settlement.
The purpose of this register is to give us a bird's eye view of just what kind
of losses we are having under our various policies. It helps us to make a decision on whether to renew the policy, whether the coverage in the policy is adequate, and also whether the agency and the insurance company are giving us
the kind of service on our claims that we expect. Further, there are certain
types of insurance with respect to which, after we had kept a record, we found
our number of claims was either too high or too low in relation to the policy.
For example, we noticed that we had an unusually large number of claims
under our comprehensive coverage for glass breakage on trucks. Upon investigation we found that our automobile mechanics were not being careful when
replacing broken glass because they knew it was covered by insurance. Therefore, in a lot of cases, we were filing claims for as many breakages in inserting
new glass as for instances in which the glass was broken while in use. Since
our rates were based upon our experience, we were not only paying for this
breakage but also were paying a service charge by the insurance company for
the cost to cover its overhead, known as a loading charge. We cancelled the
insurance and notified our plants that hereafter they would have to bear the
expense of any glass breakage, both in the original instance and in the case
where we were inserting the glass ourselves. We found that on this basis our
total cost immediately dropped and the cost of carrying our own glass breakage
was considerably less than insuring it with outsiders.
Looking to the Future
We have had our new insurance procedure in effect for about a year. So far
it has worked out well and we believe that its value will be enhanced over
several years' time when we can have available for managerial use some of the
figures which the system is developing. In the meantime, we can feel at least,
that we have left tracks of what we have done.
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Property and Sales Records for Nonfederal Taxes
by FRED HADEED
Tax Accountant, Commercial Controls Corp., Rochester, N. Y.

Noting first the heavier incidence on industry in recent years of state
and municipal taxation, principal reasons for it, and the increased
burden of work connected with these taxes, the author of this article
presents the basis of a procedure for providing related underlying
data on sales and on property units. The procedure outlined represents
the approach to the problem taken by his company which leases
equipment to customers throughout the nation.

%H E N T H E SU BJ E C T O F TAX ATI ON is considered, there comes first to mind
� /�the�Federal�income�tax�which,�from�a�dollar�standpoint,�is�the�greatest�tax

W

burden on an industrial enterprise. This is followed in prominence by Federal
old age benefit tax and by the unemployment insurance taxes, now largely a
state matter, in which the Federal Government took the initiative.
However, there is another field of taxation which has been expanding so
rapidly in recent years that it is becoming a major problem for industry. This
is the broad field of state and municipal taxation.
W hy Local Taxes Present a Growing Problem
There are three factors in this development. They are: (1) new taxes to
meet increased costs, (2) the expansion of coverage and (3) the trend to decentralize industry. As to the first, immunity from taxation in most states has in
the past seemed to be effectively provided by the commerce clause of the Federal constitution which forbade the states to tax transactions in interstate commerce. However, immunity under the guise of interstate commerce is rapidly
disappearing. There has not been any change in the constitution, but the court
decisions handed down in recent years are gradually widening the definition of
what constitutes doing business within a state. Some court decisions have even
been interpreted as giving taxing authorities the right to tax activities which
are purely interstate commerce. Therefore, companies have now been forced to
qualify to do business in many states and with qualification comes the burden of
filing more state and municipal tax returns.
However, this is only one factor in the rapid expansion of state and local
taxation. Because, since World War II, the cost of living has increased considerably and because the cost of government services has also increased, the state
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and local governments have found that their operating costs are up from higher
salaries and wages, expenditures for improved schools and hospitals, the payment of veterans' bonuses, etc. To provide the funds for these increased costs,
it has been necessary for the state legislatures to enact a variety of new and
different tax laws and to eliminate loopholes in the existing tax laws. Likewise,
taxing authorities are putting on drives for stricter application and enforcement.
The third contributing factor to the increase in state and local taxation
with which industry is confronted, is the present trend to decentralization of
industry. Due to labor and material procurement conditions, plus the possibility
of enemy attack in case of war, management is building new plants at scattered
locations in different states rather than expanding present plants.
Many and Varied Laws and Administration
Among the major state and local taxes with which industry is now faced are
sales and use taxes, income taxes, franchise taxes, gross receipts taxes, unemployment insurance taxes, and personal property taxes. An analysis of state and
municipal tax laws reveals one definite conclusion. There is no uniformity.
Activities which are exempt from taxation in one state may be taxable in
another state under similar circumstances. The administrators of the tax laws
are constantly issuing rulings and regulations which make it extremely difficult
for industry to keep abreast of the latest developments when one considers the
number of tax laws in each state.
It will be illustrative to reflect on the case of a manufacturer or a national
chain organization operating in all the states. First, it is necessary that the corporation qualify itself in all the states and the District of Columbia. Besides
qualification, annual reports on the status of the company will be required and,
in some cases, the payment of fees based on several factors.
The net profits of the company will have to be allocated to the various states
for income and franchise tax purposes, with the bases for allocation varying in
each state. The company will have to act as a tax collector and collect the sales
or use taxes which the several states, counties and cities impose. The gross
receipts of the company will be taxed by some states, counties, and cities irrespective of whether the company showed a profit or a loss in its operations.
Personal property taxes will be imposed on the inventory, equipment, and other
tangible assets owned by the corporation in each state and, in some states,
intangible assets will be subject to tax. Unemployment insurance taxes will
have to be paid on the employees maintained in the different states and some
states will impose disability benefits insurance taxes.
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Besides all these, there are still other taxes, such as chain store taxes, business
occupation taxes, etc. It will be necessary for the company to have statutory
representative in the states for service of process. The company will be obliged
to make its records available for audit or pay the expenses of an auditor if the
audit is made outside of the taxing jurisdiction.
Taking a New Approach
Our company is a manufacturer of office equipment which is sold or leased
through our branch offices and sales agencies throughout the United States.
Until several years ago, our tax returns were handled by our parent company
in New York where all the underlying analyses were prepared manually. When
it became evident to us that the expansion of state and municipal taxation was
rapidly gaining momentum, it was decided to transfer the preparation of most
of these returns to our own offices where tabulating equipment was available.
With the use of this equipment, we have set up a system of preparing the
analyses for our various returns which has greatly reduced the time and effort
expended. By employing these machines, we can, in a very short time, prepare
the basic data for almost any type of state or municipal return we are required
to file.
Property Unit Records for Tax Purposes
Our first problem was our leased equipment which subjects us to personal
property taxes throughout the United States, since forty -five states and the
District of Columbia impose personal property taxes. Within these states, the
cities or counties, or both, levy these taxes. The assessment dates vary with
each taxing jurisdiction, some using a specified date while other assess on a
period average. It is necessary for us to be able to determine the amount of
equipment in any locality at any given date. We have accomplished this by
the use of punched cards and a master code. This master code assigns a number for each state, county, and principal city or town, and is flexible for incorporation of additional cities or towns.
Our first step was to set up a master card for each machine on lease or available for lease, showing the following information: ( 1 ) model, (2) serial number, (3) state, county and city code. Besides this information, we show other
data used by our sales and accounting departments. A further item which is
of great significance in preparing our personal property tax returns, is the book
value of the equipment. Through the use of duplicate master cards, we can
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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show the gross value, accumulated depreciation, and net value of each machine.
As changes are made each month covering new installations, cancellations, or
other eventualities, the master cards are corrected.
Therefore, at any given date, by the simple operation of sorting the master
cards, we can obtain a report on the machines in any state, county, or city. Once
each year, our master cards are checked to our history record cards and balanced
to our general ledger, thus providing a check on any punching or tabulating
errors which may have occurred. This procedure has provided us with a simple,
accurate method of maintaining the necessary records for filing our personal
property tax returns in the various taxing jurisdictions throughout the United
States. These cards also provide us with the value of our property in the various states and cities, which is a factor in the allocation of income for state
returns and the allocation of receipts on gross receipts tax returns, when
applicable.
Sales Records for Tax Purposes

use

sales

The next problem was to set up our sales on punched cards so that we could
prepare analyses for income and franchise tax returns, sale and use tax returns,
and gross receipts tax returns. Here again, our first step was the use of the
master code for state, county, and city identification. As each sale is invoiced,
the state and county code is typed on the invoice. When items are invoiced to
one location and shipped to another, the state and county code for both the
place of billing and the place of shipment is shown. (The utility of this is
further commented on below.) We have also set up an exemption code for
tax purposes. When a sale is exempt, the reason for exemption is
and
shown by a code on the invoice.
At the end of each month, the tax copies of all our sales invoices are sent to
the tabulating room. The following information is then punched on tabulating
cards:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Invoice number.
Date of invoice.
State and county code.
Type of billing —sale, rental or service.
Amount of sale, rental or service.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Amount of Federal excise tax.
Amount of sales tax.
Amount of any allowances.
Accounts receivable amount.
Sales or use tax exemption code.

After all the invoices are punched, checked, and balanced to the sales register,
a listing is run by state and county. This listing is used in preparation of our
sales and use tax returns and our Federal excise tax return. Each state's invoices
are listed on a separate page or pages, with subtotals for each county and totals
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for each state. The preparation of the sales and use tax returns by their due
date, which in many jurisdictions is the fifteenth date of the succeeding month,
is easily done. Reconciliation of the sales or use tax due with the tax collected
is fairly simple, as errors in the tax charged can be spotted quickly if the figures
do not reconcile. These cards are summarized and listed by states for the year's
operations for use in allocating receipts for state income tax returns.
Here the problem of sales taxable in one state for sales and use tax purposes
and in another state for income or franchise tax returns comes up. In our particular circumstances, the amount of such sales has been negligible, so that we
have not adopted any definite procedure. Should the time come when the volume of these sales becomes a determining factor, we can meet the situation
quite easily. We already show on the invoice, as has been noted, both the state
of billing and the state of shipment where they are not the same. Therefore, it
would only be a matter of reflecting on the tabulating cards the state in which
the sale is taxable for income or franchise taxes. This situation generally will
only exist on sales where shipment is to a different state than is the billing.
Another item which is based on our sales is the gross receipts tax, imposed
in most cases by the cities and counties. By the use of the same cards, we obtain
a listing and a summary for the year's operations in the territory applicable.
Objective: To Keep the Problem in Bounds
There has been given here simply a general description of how we have set
up our records in attempting to meet one phase of the growing impact of state
and municipal taxation. This phase, preparation of basic analyses, is an
extremely important factor in view of the large volume of returns we are
required to file throughout the United States. Through the sales and property
records described, we have reduced the time and effort expended considerably,
even though the volume has increased during the last few years. Should this
expansion continue, as is very likely, we feel we are in a position to handle it
without an excessive increase in time and effort. Our procedure has also greatly
reduced the extent of records we are required to retain for audit which, in some
states, must cover a period of six or seven years.
As has been pointed out, state and municipal taxation is rapidly becoming a
major factor for management to consider in its expansion plans, sales operations,
and accounting procedures. The methods we have attempted to set forth cover
only one of many parts of the problem. All should be reviewed and studied in
an attempt to lessen the burden of this rapid expansion in non - federal taxation.
MA R C H , 1 9 5 2
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Construction Accounting in a
Decentralized Company
by L. L. KRAMER
Head of Cost Section, Engineering Dept Deere & Co., Moline, Ill.

The procedural story of control by a central engineering unit, from
estimate to completion, of the progress of plant construction projects
in scattered and largely autonomous manufacturing units and cons pany branches is here told and illustrated. A minimum of detail and
exactness in results is provided for in favor of promptness with essential information.
E CERTAINLY AGREE WITH H. L. TANDY

when he states in his article, "SysW tem the Hard Way —A General Contractor's
Story," in the N. A. C. A.
Bulletin for January 1951 that construction accounting does not receive much

attention in accounting schools. Although construction occupies a most important place among the industries of the nation, ranking high in volume, it never
has received the attention due it.
Construction accounting is highly specialized and the construction accountant
is, indeed, a special breed. He must talk the language of the industry, have a
good general knowledge of construction practices and procedures — meeting the
contractor and constructor on their own ground —and still be able to prepare
reports to management in a comprehensive and understandable manner on the
progress and costs of the various jobs under his jurisdiction. He must intelligently confer on all subjects having to do with the projects. In addition to his
accounting ability, he may combine some of the ability of a diplomat, a salesman, and a labor conciliator. It is not uncommon to find in many a good general
knowledge of labor laws. The construction accountant's role has become increasingly important within the last five years and is at last being recognized.
Construction Calls for Individualized Accounting Systems
Now, having discussed the man, let us discuss the system. The system of
control used is dependent upon the particular type of organization. This situation has more or less been brought on by necessity, there being no hard and
fast rules or procedures applicable to all jobs. It is difficult, indeed, to find a
good complete basic system which would be suitable to all jobs. If there is
such a system set up by some accredited authority, the writer has yet to see it.
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It is my experience that the system will vary almost in numbers with the number of contractors and constructors in the business.
However, in any system, there are certain "musts." First, it must be constructed along carefully planned lines to prevent a collapse of the structure by
its own weight. Second, it must be flexible to withstand the continually changing conditions which it encounters. Third, it must be conducted efficiently and
economically. To accomplish these "musts," the system must further be well organized, efficiently managed, and rigidly controlled. It is well known that
there can be no true control without records. Yet, in this respect, we must
impress upon ourselves that you can definitely overdo a good thing. I believe a
rule that would well apply as to records would be: the fewest possible in number and the simplest in form which will attain the desired result. Toward this
end, we have set up our company's particular system of construction cost
accounting.
The Company Situation
This paper will deal with our particular problem, which has certain individual characteristics. Our company is highly decentralized, operating sixteen
factories and nineteen main branches in the United States and Canada. Another
factory is contemplated at this time for Scotland. Each and every one of these
units is more or less a complete unit in itself. Obviously, therefore, any accounting procedure which might be set up in the central engineering department
involves a certain amount of duplication. This is necessary and excusable when
it is understood that reports from the various factories and branches reach the
engineering department too late for the engineers to keep abreast of the commitments and expenditures. The particular system we have developed is suitable
to our need.
It is not a panacea. The system has its faults. We are frank to admit them.
First, it is not accurate to the n'th degree. It is, however, close enough, except
in the final accounting, to enable our engineers to keep their fingers on the current costs of our various projects. In the final accounting, the costs are adjusted
to the reports submitted by the various factories and branches. On the good
side, current commitments are available to the engineers at all times. It is a
flexible system and almost any item or combination of items which management
desires can be secured in a minimum amount of time. It enables an accurate
forecast of potential work, as well as reporting on the work in progress. It
enables the supervising heads of our various engineering departments to evaluate
MA RC H , 1 95 2
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fairly accurately their manpower for the future. Last of all, it is handled with
the minimum personnel.
Before going further into the main narrative, it might be well if we explained
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the nature of our engineering department. This department acts as a service
organization for all of the various subsidiaries and the branches. It is composed
of four divisions: architectural, which has supervision of all building construction and changes; power, which has jurisdiction over heating, lighting,
power, plumbing, and compressed air services; mechanical, which has jurisdiction over all foundry items; and machine tool, which handles the major items
of machine tool requirements for the various plants. For the purposes of this
article, we will confine ourselves to the architectural, power, and mechanical
divisions.
Origin of Projects and Setting Up the Ledger Sheet
A construction project may be taken out by any of the division heads. Notice
is given to all interested parties on a Project Notification Sheet, Exhibit 1. For
ready reference, we have a color scheme by which the architectural project is
designated by pink, the power by blue, and mechanical by green. It is assumed
that, previous to the taking out of the particular project, the division head has
discussed with the management of the various plants the need for the work
involved and that, in general, it has their approval. The form carries a minimum of information, simply the project number, date taken out, description,
the original estimate, location, and the name of the engineer assigned to the
project.
It is entirely possible that the preliminary estimate may be changed as the
engineering on the particular project develops but, until funds have been allocated, it affords our best estimate of the work proposed.
Immediately upon receipt of the project notification form in the accounting
section, a ledger sheet is made out. Our ledgers are divided by the various
divisions, sub - divided by the various companies. This ledger sheet is shown as
Exhibit 2. The sheets are placed in the various ledgers in numerical rotation.
Data from the project notification sheet is entered in the upper right -hand
corner under "Project Data." Reference to this exhibit will show that, here
also, the information contained is kept to a minimum. All descriptive data has
been limited to numbers and amounts, the theory being that, if additional detail
is desired, the particular instrument will be looked up. At this point, the sheet
represents a record of contemplated work.
Processing the Appropriation
Once a project has been approved by management, the next logical step
would be the appropriation of funds for the work involved. This is handled
M A R C H , 1952
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by what we term an Appropriation for Expenditure, Exhibit 3, prepared in the
engineering department by the division head involved and submitted to the
plant or branch for the approval by its officials. It will be noted that the form
covers in brief detail the work involved and the reason the work is necessary,
with the proper accounting allocations.
When this "A.F.E." has been returned from the branch or plant, approved
by its officials, we are ready to begin work on the particular project. The papers
are routed to the accounting section and the data entered in the upper left -hand
corner of the ledger sheet under "A.E.F. Data," showing the number, date,
description, and the amount. Under the section headed, "Appropriation Data,"
the information as to the appropriation is filled in. We show the source, such
as board of directors, appropriation committee, etc., the date, and the amount.
The appropriation may equal the A.F.E. amount (as on Exhibit 3) or it may
cover an entire program involving many A.F.E.'s and projects. At this point
and only at this point, can engineering and purchase orders for material or
labor be issued for the project.
Engineering and Purchase Orders; Record of Expenditures
Work now commences on the project and, for the procurement of the various items of material and labor, an engineering order is issued to the purchasing department. Exhibit 4, which goes into some detail as to what is desired,
illustrates the form used. Upon receipt of this engineering order in the purchasing department, a purchase order is issued for the material or other items
involved. A copy of this purchase order is given as Exhibit 5.
When the purchasing department has issued the necessary purchase order,
one copy, to which is attached the engineering order, is routed to the engineering department's accounting section where it is immediately posted to the ledger
sheet (Exhibit 2). The accumulated total of the various orders constitutes our
commitments on the project and, by the accumulated total, we know at a glance
the amount of commitments against the particular A.F.E. If we total all A.F.E.'s
for a particular project and subtract from the appropriation, we know the
amount still available for future A.F.E. action. If we total the projects, we
have the same information for the program.
As the invoices are submitted and approved, they are routed through the
accounting section and are entered under "Engineering Department Control,"
again on Exhibit 2, simply indicating the purchase order number and the amount
of the invoice. It will be noted that under "Expenditures" there are columns
for both "Engineering Department Control" and "Factory Charges." This is
MA R C H , 1 9 5 2
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DEER E & COMP ANY

APPROPRIATION FOR EXPENDITURE
AFE No.
18 7 5

Subsidiary
JO HN D EE RE O TT UM WA W OR KS
Authority Is Asked for Expenditure of

Data of AFE

44,000.00

2- 24-51

Fo r :
Gas Burn er I nst alla tion & Mete r Bl dg.
But le r Bld F- . 12' z 1 6'
Bui ldi ng Ere cti on
Cem ent S l a b
He at in g

$7 00 .0 0
520.00
280.00
120.00
$1620.00

Bu rn er s
2 C op pu s B ur ne rs
Saf et y C on tro ls
Co nt ro l Va lv es
Pi pi ng ; In st al la ti on

$1 0 0 0. 0 0
26 0 . 0 0
40 0 .0 0
72 0 . 0 0

2380.00
' O
000 ,

TOTAL
Reasons:

To ins tel l g es bur ner eq uip me nt for su mme r o per ati on on #2
bo i le r .
Subs ten tia l sa vin gs can be rea lize d o n f uel c o s t s .
att ach ed sh ee t f or de tai l.

Pr

Oi e

t

NO.

All A r [ • f S l w d n .

..`.t
.....
:.rnAt.m
]ylU

XI -2734
Expenditure on Abov

o Be Charged to:

Approved :

-

-

A c c t . 125 -B B l d g s . & G r o u n d s
5162 0. 00

See

FACTORY OR BRANCH

H. T . J o n e s

Da.3- 1 -51

R. H. Brown
s"n's'y

...3-1-51

Approved: D EE R E & C O MPA N Y

Acct. 125 -C - Machinery & Equip.
;2380.00

Board of Directors

we .

_
A i M F 1. t N n C . m m l t l w

_

DO. _
D. l.

Vl w - I r w f A. n t

S . A. N e l s o n
Approved:

E.

F.

Smith
rw t « y

«

4. . . . b

A . . & —

_

-DNt•

D. t .

3 -3 -51

D —

r..

D.

EXHIBIT 3
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ENGINEERING ORDER

DEERE & COMPANY

Factory
: J o h n Dee re
Ottumwa Works
Engineering Dept.
Project
: X I - 2 734
(Capital E . � 3 5
Expense S
D a t e Fe b ru ar y 2 8 , 1 9 5 0 Engr. Order : 6
Charge AFE : 1875 -Cap.
Total
$
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT:
ITEM
S t andard But l e r Bl dg. f o r
Please Order
Gas M e t e r House
From
Quotation

:Builders Sales & Service Company;
1516 - 4th Avenue, Moline, Illinois
' ; V e r b a l o f 2 - 28

Price

.

Shipping Date

0-20-50

Ship to

,John Deere Ottumwa Works, Ottumwa, Iowa

-50

$493- 35
o r so p n e r

Routing
Approx. Weight

•
: G a s M e t e r Ho us e

Tag Shipment
Paint
Inspection

: D e e r e & Company E n g i n e e r i n g D e p a r t m e n t

DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
One Bulter Mfg. Company Standard Steel Building - No. 4 -8E- 3457,
but modified to•heve the following items:
(1 )

Two Standard Doors but equipped with louvers in the
bottom panel on both doors and equipped with rust resisting fly screen on the inside.

(2)

Two only Standard Steel Sash #33161.

(3)

One only 12" Round Roof Ventiletor.
to be of galvanized steel.

Walls and roof

Copies to
Dick Lund
Approved by
Date

3 . A. N e l s o n

ENGINEERING DEPT.
By:—

F e br ua r y 28, 1950

EXHIBIT 4

necessary because many of our orders are issued to our own factories to do certain work with their own labor and supplying their own material. The reports
of these expenditures do not reach us until some time during the following
month. It is, therefore, to our advantage to segregate the factory charges, over
which we have limited control, from the items directly under the engineering
department's jurisdiction.
MARCH, 1 932
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JOHN DEERE OTTU,WA WORKS
OTTUMWA, IOWA

nv. 1 4 - 6 2 8 9 2

PUIXILASE ORDER
r

,

TO

BUILDERS SALES & SERVICE CO.
1516 - 4th AVE.
MOLINE, ILLINOIS
L

J

DATE March 7, 1951
Pro,: XI -2734
Eng. 0: 6
A.F.E.: 1875 - Capital
Item: Standard Butler Bldg.
for Gas Meter House

GENTLEMEN,

P EASE FUFNI' N THE FOLLO'ING AS INSTRUCTED 9FLOW AND ACCORD IMO TO TERNS AMD COMO IT IONS SPEC IFIFD ON THE PACK OF THE OPDFR,

F.O.B.

DELIVERY DATE

-20 -51 or sooner

3
nOLITINO

Galesb u rg

TERM'

BURLINGTON TRUCK LI N E S

SHIP TO: JOHN DEERE OTTUI•IA!4 WORKS, POWERHOUSE, OTTUMWA, IOWA
CHARGE TO: JOHN DEERE OTTUHWA WORKS, OTTUITWA, IOWA.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION'

REVUU, I TI , N 40.

ACCOUNT NO.

FOR

PRICE

CESCRIPT ION

QUANTITY

One Butler Mfg. Co. Standard Steel Building - No.
4- BE- 3457, but modified to have the following items:
(1) Two Standard Doors but equipped with louvers
In the bottom panel on both doors and equipped with
rust - resisting fly screen on the inside.
(2) Two only Standard Steel Sash #33161.
(3) One only 1211 Round Roof Ventilator. Walla
end roof to be of galvanized steel.

NOTE:

w493.35

PHONED
Want foundation plane at once.

Tag Shipment: Gas Meter House
Quotation: Verbal of 2 -28 -51
Shipping Date: 3 -20-51 or sooner
Inspection: Deere & Co., Engr. Dent.

THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS APPLY

UNLESS AMENDED UDDER - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

� . SHIP AND CHARGE TO PURCHASER AT ABOVE ADDRESS
2 . SE40 ACKMOWLEQCPENT, INVOICES AND COPPESPONDENCE

CJNCERNING TH IS

ODDER TO THE UNDERSIGNED AT DEERE 6 COMPANY, MOLINE, ILLI NOI S
3 . MAIL INVOICES IN TRI PLICATE
Y , SHOW OUR ORDER NUMBER 04 ALL SHIPMENTS, INVOICES, ETC.

A.

G .

Zi e g e l g r u b e r
N1FCMA'1HC DEPT.

—

EXHIBIT 5

At th e end of each month, we close each project, totaling the various columns. Thus, once more referring to Exhibit 2, it will be seen that as of April
30, 1950, we had committed ourselves to $2,959.74 against a $4,000.00 appropriation, leaving a balance of $1,040.26 not committed. Against these commitments, we had expended $1,201.19 by the engineering department and $717.53
826
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by the particular factory, totaling $1,918.72, leaving a balance of commitments
not expended of $1,041.02. From the time sheets posted by the various engineers, we add to this report the accumulated man hours for the particular project.
Thus, we have a complete record of commitments and expenditures and engineering man hours against any particular A.F.E.
M,I
IS M -0.61
91s t P pm

Analysis of Expenditures for New Construction or Improvements
FA CTORY

DA TC

John Deere Ottumwa Works.
A F E

1 8 7 5

X I -2734
VOUCHER

PURCN.
ON
w oo .o .

A -644 M -62945

December 31, 1951

DURINO M ONTH OP

A U T H O R -

Decembe r, 1 9 5 1

� "P'Tw

109.79

I

=

Su p

ew

D E S C R I P TI O N O P C H A R G E S

E % . p 1 H'

Factory Labor

Payroll

Previously Reported 3829.99

Completed in December, 1951

To Date

Reopened in January, 1952

3939.78

ExP

$39!+4.39

AMOUN T 5P[ NT
CwRI TAL

A M O U N T

EXHIBIT 6

Progress Reports by Factories and Branches
In the beginning of this narrative, it was mentioned that, due to our decentralization, a certain amount of duplication in accounting for projects could not
be avoided. While this is true, the work done does offer the opportunity of
double - checking the various entries. At the end of each month, the plants and
branches report their expenditures against each A.F.E. on a form known as a
1'2910," Exhibit 6 to this article, which constitutes a transcript of plant and
branch ledgers as to charges and credits. This report is checked against our
ledger entries and any additions which the plant or branch have made, not
already entered by us, are added to our sheets under "Factory Charges." It
will be noted that this particular form not only shows the charges for the current month but also the charges previously reported. Thus, at a glance, we are
able to ascertain the actual expenditures made by the plant or branch against
any particular A.F.E.
Completion and Acceptance Report
The engineering department follows very closely all projects under its jurisdiction. The project engineer is directly responsible for the work involved from
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EXHIBIT 7
the e n g i n e e r i n g st a n d p o i n t . A ro u t in e sy st em o f i n sp e c t i o n a n d tests is ca rri ed
o n d u r i n g th e pr og r ess of the wo r k . Al l invoices fo r ma te ria l a n d la bo r a re
a p p r o v e d by these pro je ct en gi n ee rs, wi t h th e exc ep ti on of pl a n t la b or a n d
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material. When all items have been completed, the particular division of the
engineering department involved prepares a Completion and Acceptance Report.
This is shown as Exhibit 7. It is routed through the engineering department's
purchasing division for approval and, if it is found that all bills have en paid,
copies of the report are sent to the plant or branch for inspection.
The plant or branch has the privilege of either accepting the work or rejecting it. If rejected, steps are immediately taken to work out the difficulties with
the engineering division involved. Should the work be accepted, one copy of
the report
is returned
to accepted
the engineering
department,
indicating
has
been completed
and
by the plant
or branch.
Anotherthat
coptise project
routed
to the plant or branch accounting section and is an indication to it that the
work has been completed and that the records as to the "A.F.E.'s" involved may
now be closed.
Upon receipt of the final report from the factory or branch, we are in a
position to take off the final costs and submit them to the various engineering
sections in any form which they desire and we now prepare our final appraisal
figure and set up our depreciation schedule. It is at this point that any adjustment is made between our ledger sheets and the Form 2910. It is surprising,
allowing for the vastness of our organization, how few and how small the
differences are in the overall picture.
Systems Depend on People
It is generally conceded that good construction requires good accounting.
Our system suits our particular case. It has the advantages of flexibility and
speed,
andsuit
is economical.
Detail hasLike
beenallintentionally
omitted.accounting,
It w uld, perhaps, not
any other situation.
other construction
it is
never dull. The unexpected is always happening and, in these troubled days,
becomes the routine rather than the exception. To us, the system has justified
itself by the production of results. One thing to be remembered is that there is
no system any better than the people who operate it. Their combined efforts,
cooperation, and genuine desire for good accounting records are prerequisites
of any efficient control system.
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The Plus in Accounting Is Interpretation
by W. M. RODMAN
Administrative Assistant to the Treasurer, Lion Oil Co., El Dorado, Ark.

Building on the now familiar concept that the management service
function of accounting is its master key to effectiveness, the author
of this article passes quickly to portrayal of the circumstances of
business existence which render accounting, if of a penetrating quality,
an essential factor in successful operation.

material acceleration in the evolution of
Tindustrial accountinghasaswitnessed
a valuable aid to successful management. However,
HE PAST DECADE

in spite of the progress which has been made and the extensive reference material which is available in modern books and publications, the profitable utilization of accounting by management falls well short of the potentialities. Far
too large a number of business concerns are still being run with less than the
full helpful analysis and guidance from their accounting departments, which
could be made available. Frequently this circumstance is independent of company size.
I feel that accounting must assume the major share of the responsibility for
initiating the corrective measures necessary to reveal the wealth of benefits to
be reaped from a more effectual relationship. This is my answer to the contention offered by some industrial accountants that business management is not
extending to accounting the recognition it justly deserves and is tolerating the
function as a "necessary evil," giving it attention only to complain about the
cost to maintain it, as related to other items of overhead expense. It is up to
accountants to alter the belief which exists in the minds of some business executives that accounting is failing to contribute materially to the overall objectives.
What Are the Facts for?
The purpose of this paper is to assist in this and to show why accounting, in
many cases, is not adequately serving management, as well as to point out ways
in which a more complete service may be rendered. Accounting fails to adequately serve management when it continues to concentrate its energies on
recording, classifying and summarizing business data (the historical aspect)
to the exclusion of the more significant activity of interpreting the results (the
service function) .
Many chief accounting officers still believe that they have fully discharged
a40
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their responsibilities to management when they present the facts and attest to
their correctness, leaving to those outside of the accounting realm the task of
analyzing and interpreting the figures. However, the interpreter should have,
first of all, a firm grasp of accountancy, plus a familiarity with physical operating conditions. Is not interpretation, then, the number one frontier beckoning
to the accountant with initiative and constructive imagination, and promising
greater recognition and rewards?
The role of interpretation of business data suggests a complete departure
from the habit of thinking of accounting as primarily a bookkeeping device,
hide -bound to the double entry system and its end product a set of financial
statements which balance. Technical mechanism is often stressed while the
creative skill and ability which the accountant may bring to the application of
his knowledge of a problem, is given little emphasis. Technique deals with the
details of procedure and with accounting principles. Through obsession with
mechanics the vital aspects may never be brought into focus. I believe that the
most significant phase of the accounting function should be that of interpreting
business data and rendering advice to management. It is the managerial significance of business data that is important. As the late Justice Holmes said, "The
significance of facts is more important than the facts themselves, and if we
know the significance we may even forget the facts."
While offering new opportunities, recognition of the interpretation attribute
of accounting does not constitute a new approach. Industrial accountants in
many companies have developed it. It was given prominence in 1941 when the
American Institute of Accountants amended its definition of accounting to
include the phrase "and interpreting the results thereof." Since then much has
been said and written by accounting educators and members of the accounting
profession acknowledging the logic and merits of the idea and recommending
its universal acceptance. Some accounting educators have directed their energies
toward stressing this more important managerial aspect, de- emphasizing the
balance sheet and double entry approach, and placing stress on the fact that
administrative accounting deals with those matters which are the basis of managerial decisions, business policies, and administrative action.
Yet some industrial accountants who talk about the need for accounting to
be given the recognition it rightly deserves in business have an air of complacency and a disposition to inertia with respect to the status quo of accounting. They are concerned more with the instruments of accounting than with
its objectives, being too often tinkerers of records instead of professional men
concerned with the attainment of management goals.
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The Web of Economic Life
Modern business is complex. Laws have rendered its conditions of life complex also. It has been nineteen years since the New Deal began. Before then
the worries of business were mainly concerning competition and the weather.
Today these are of minor significance. All business now, both large and small,
is concerned with a multiplicity of rules, regulations, restrictions, inhibitions,
arbitrations, priorities, licenses, permits, investigations, court decisions, hearings, indictments, controls, de- controls, stabilizations and ad infinitum. Then
there are tax problems, local, state and federal and, on top of all that, the continued invasion of Government into competition with business on a scale broader
than ever before.
Other factors in the growing complexity of modern business arise as a consequence of prevailing economic conditions. These include higher wages and
higher prices, the decline in the purchasing power of the dollar, full employment, excess of demand over supply of goods, a higher level of dollar profits
as distinguished from real profits, rapid improvements in products, processes
and machinery and methods (with the attendant accelerated obsolescence of
fixed properties), the unprecedented requirements of plant expansion, additions
and modernization, and the rise in influence and power of labor.
This mushrooming of complexities has in turn given birth to a multitude of
problems for business management. Whether these problems arise from politics or by economics, they must be reduced to clarity before an intelligent solution can be formulated. They require sound, thoughtful decisions, often affecting the financial welfare of the enterprise. The industrial accountant is in an
opportune position to be able to guide and counsel management in many of
these decisions. He has in his accounting records a ready reference history of
all of the financial activities of the business, which can be analyzed with respect
to their interrelationships and classified into meaningful categories. Such cataloging, where it is done, comprises a complete review of what has happened
and what is happening in the enterprise. A basic knowledge of statistical methods will be found invaluable in reducing masses of detail to intelligible units.
Roads to Action
It is not always logical to assume that management knows what it wants or
needs in the way of accounting or statistical information. It is often possible
for the chief accounting officer of a concern to direct management into proper
832
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channels of inquiry by preparing reports and statements which stimulate thinking in the needed direction. In performing the service to management of
interpreting business data, the accountant should determine which figures or
combination of figures would have particular managerial significance and
arrange the presentation of this data in a manner that will clearly portray this
significance. In presenting the figures to the management, he should be sure
that the summaries are concise but sufficiently penetrating to reveal the underlying conditions, their probable interpretation, and the consequences of possible
courses of managerial action predicated on them.
It is not to be assumed, of course, that these statistics would be, of themselves,
dynamic and capable of action. They must be used by the executive. He supplies the action. But accounting and statistics, if clear -cut and interpretative,
do have some dynamic force. They supply the impulse to action and show the
direction which the action must take. The accountant should be certain that
the analyses furnished to management for guidance and control tell the things
that management needs to know. The wrong interpretation of data can be
costly. Statements readily indicate whether costs have gone up or down but
may not be arranged to show how much of the change was due to each of the
several factors which can produce a cost trend. Cost trends can be influenced
by changes in the price level, in the techniques and instruments of production,
in volume of output resulting from fluctuating demand, in the basic physical
and operating characteristics of the industry and by seasonal fluctuations.
There is no secret formula for the successful communication of facts to management. Common sense, good judgment, a little elementary psychology, and
a thorough knowledge of each phase of the business operation —all play their
parts toward a more effective approach to the subject. However, it may be
asserted that a great deal of the value of the excellent work done by accountants
is lost for a lack of the art of presentation. The busy executive requires the
salient figures, not a maze of supporting detail.
The primary objectives of business management are to protect the capital of
the enterprise and to augment such capital by producing income. At times
management neglects to be profit - minded by failing to be cost conscious. It has
seemed to be the order of the day, with the advent of what appears to be a
long -term inflationary phase of the business cycle, for management to relax its
close attention to the elimination of costly wastes and inefficiencies. This practice is unsound. Extravagance is not only habit - forming but contagious. Interpretative statements relating increment costs for the period to units produced
would call management's attention to any unjustifiable rise in costs.
MA RC H , 1 95 2
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The Whole of a Business Rather than a Part
Also the accountant can contribute to concerted objectivity as far as the business as a whole is concerned by pointing out, at times, to individual departments,
the possible danger of considering only the results of a particular function of
the business. For example, the sales department could attain a very high sales
volume, but this might be accomplished by pushing an unprofitable item. The
industrial relations department might point with pride at absence of labor
troubles, but it might be the result of conceding to unreasonable demands of
the bargaining unit. The manufacturing department could show that the production schedule was being maintained daily without fail, but this might be
the result of having enough "floaters" on the shop payroll so that they could be
thrown into the gap to cover inefficiently arranged work schedules. The materials warehouse could have a very high material turnover and a low inventory,
but this might be the result of ordering goods in uneconomic quantities, and
more costly means of bringing in short items in a hurry.
Thus it is that to operate at full professional capacity, the accountant must
understand business as a whole— production, sales, and finance —in order to
locate and present that significant information which will serve best to guide
management. To start with, in the production field industry has been confronted with more and more demands from its workers. It is easy to determine
what the effect of these demands are in direct increased wage costs. But how
about the less direct employment costs such as social security taxes, paid vacations, bonuses, pension and fringe benefits which nowadays amount on the
average to fifteen per cent of direct payroll? Also in the field of production,
the question arises as to the determination of quantities of the product to be
made in relation to plant capacity and sales demand and whether expansion of
facilities is desirable and justified.
In the sales realm, there are questions as to what distribution areas are to be
served, what channels are to be used in marketing the products and what commission, discount, and freight equalization provisions will be necessary.
In the area of finance, a basic problem is the establishment of capital needs
of an enterprise. This involves inventory objectives, dividend policies, and the
source of necessary capital. With respect to the latter, it must be determined
how much should come from retained earnings, how much from equity financing, and how much from borrowed funds. Is working capital adequate? Is
cash adequate? Is the ability to promptly discharge obligations or to meet
unforeseen circumstances being jeopardized?
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The Objective Is Profession -Wide
Having once decided on a course to follow, based to a large degree on accounting information, business management is faced with the problem of staying on
that course or of making adjustments as they are required. Here again the products of the accounting department are the guideposts upon which management
may depend. Reports on sales, production, receipts and expenditures are some
of the traditional markers. Once an accounting department has keyed its function to the interpretative and explanatory needs of management, it inevitably
will find many collateral opportunities of expanding its contributions to successful planning and conduct of the business.
The broadening horizons open to the industrial accountant through the role
of interpreter to management has been the prime theme of this paper. However,
I feel the viewpoint to be applicable to all accountants, whether in industry or
public practice. The entire point was well put by George S. Rapier of New
Orleans in a paper on "Accountants' Reports" presented last fall before the
Third Louisiana Accounting Conference. He referred to what he called the
"raiment" of the report, as follows:
"The raiment of the report, if it is clothed in raiment at all, consists of conclusions and recommendations for the future, comparisons with other firms in
the same line of business, and other comments which might help management
to interpret from the company's history, the course it should strive to follow
for future successful operations. After several years of thought I have decided
to stick my neck out wherever possible and wherever engaged to do so and it
has become our policy to include in the same report wherever possible, operating comparisons plus our own observations, conclusions and recommendations
with respect thereto."
It appears to me that Mr. Rapier has demonstrated by his remarks that he
feels that public accounting, like industrial accounting, can and must be a forward looking force in industry. There is but little "space in the sun" in either
of these companion fields for those who hold to the narrow concept of the
accounting function which recognizes only the obligation to "record historically,
subject to law and to a set of principles, the financial events that take place
during the business life of an enterprise." There must be more than that. There
must be interpretation.
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TALENT SCOUTING BEGINS
AT HOME
"T he
Accountant's Part in Creative Management"
in the September 1951, N.A.C.A. Bulletin
very interesting. While rea ding this article,
I was trying to picture in my own mind the
type of individua l and the training, experience, and other qualifications necessary to
successfully fulfill the responsibilities of
such an accounting position.
In considering this subject, I recall what
appea rs to be a current trend, in a nu mber
of companies, toward inaugurating programs

P O I N T S

I F O U N D J . W . GLADSON'S ARTICLE

which can probably best be described as
management development programs. Such
programs generally take the form of an
analysis of the organization in order to
determine what supervisory and management positions are required to provide a
sound organization structure. This may be
followed by the preparation of specific position descriptions including responsibilities,
authority, and the required qualifications,
such as education, experience, and personal
qualities desired for each position. A review is then made of the position incumbents to determine performance in the
present position and evaluation of potential
for increased responsibility.
When such information has been prepared, a company can readily summarize its
personnel needs and resources. In many
cases, not only the name of the person holding the position is recorded but simila r informa tion for one or more individu als who
may be considered the most likely replacement. A review of the information provided should readily disclose individuals
who a re outstanding in performance, those
who need help in their present positions
and those who may be developed as replacements for positions of greater responsibility
in the future.
Recording of su ch informa tion should be
836

followed by a definite plan for improving
the weak points of all individuals. Specific
courses of action could include such activities as on -the -job coaching, conference instruction, job rotation, committee and special project assignments, and participation in
activities of professional societies and trade
associations.
O. A. REDHAIR, Pittsburgh
INFORM ATION WANTED
MADE in increasing the adaptability and improving the
speed of key -punch tabulating equipment.
However, it has been my experience that
technical advances in this line have far outstripped the body of knowledge regarding
economical and efficient utilization of such
equipment.
There are several reasons for this situation. Adaptation of the equipment must
be tailored to the needs of the individual
firm. Utilization may be extensive or narrow, depending u pon the thoroughness and
ingenu ity of the person responsible for the
utilization and the persuasiveness of the
salesman for the equipment manufacturer.
Under these circumstances, exchange of information is difficult because there is little
uniformity from firm to firm.
Key -punch tabulating operations can be
efficient only if there is a multi -use of information originally punched into the cards.
Successful application of the equipment to
serve different functions requires fairly long
conversion periods, in some cases extending
over four or five years. In the meantime,
until such multi -use application can be
fully effective, excess costs are usually incurred. Only by forecasting costs for the
entire development and conversion period
GREAT STRIDES ARE BEI NG
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can management obtain some general idea
of what the cha nge -over will cost and what
new operating costs might be expected, once
the conversion is complete. This requires
preparation of a forecast for an extended
period, during which key -punch tabulating
methods will be developed and applied to
the performance of va rious functions from
time to time.
Here we come back to our original point.
We find that we can obtain very little outside help to chart our course. The sales
service engineers can help us with techniques. Systems and procedure analysts can
develop flow charts and prepare manuals.
However, no one seems able to provide
assistance in the determination of relatively
dependable comparative costs. This is a
field where exchange of information and
new ideas can pay handsome dividends in
the form of reduced tabulating development
costs and in the form of sa vings resulting
from elimination of false starts in the installation and application of key -punch
tabulating equipment.
T. A. RENSTROM, Chicago
TWO SCORE AND . . . .
a job
because of a changt! of ownership and management in the compa ny for which I formerly worked. Being over forty yea rs of age
I ha d not been seek ing long before I ca me
up against the old "over- forty" bugaboo.
Perhaps my experience may be of interest
to others.
If an individual is seeking employment at
I HAVE RE CE N TL Y BE E N SEE KI NG

an executive or administrative level he will
probably find that such jobs do not normally
flow through the personnel office but rather
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through the executives of the particular
company. His first problem is how to learn
of executives who are seeking a capable
employee. Here he will proba bly find that
friends, neighbors, trade and professional
associa tions of which he is a member, and
social contacts are his best sou rce of lea ds.
However, this is not the rea l problem in
the over -forty situation. That comes when
the prospective employer reads the r6sume
and tells the applicant that he has an excellent background and fine experience but
tha t it is the policy of the compa ny not to
hire men over forty years of age.
This is a most illogical policy for American business, which is supposed to be highly
efficient and to recognize a good "dea l"
when it is presented. In the fa st place, the
over -forty job seeker has to his credit a
background of twenty to twenty-five years
of presumably successful experience against
the ten to fifteen years tha t a younger man
may offer. In addition, he probably has his
family obligations pretty well organized and
does not need to be continually on the alert
for new and more profitable employment to
meet expanding family requirements.
The stated or implied policy of an employer seems always to be to hire men who
will both be dependa ble a nd perform long
years of service for the company. The
over -forty worker still has from ten to
twenty -five years of productive work to
offer. How many employees does any business have who have devoted more than a
like period of time to the same job? On
the contrary, men are preferred who will be
seeking to expand their jobs and create new
opportunities for themselves. The over forty work er is more apt to do this within
the organization by which he is employed,
for he has long since lost his "itching foot"
and knows that the grass is not always
greener over the fence.
RICHARD J. BORDEN, Providence
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Budgetary Control in a Research and
Development Company
by WILLIAM FRANCIS O'BRIEN, JR.
Associate Planning Engineer, Reaction Motors, Inc., Rockaway, New Jersey

Objectives, a manual of accounting policy and a budget manual preceded the application of budgetary control to this special -type enterprise, which requires project budgets for each contract received.
Flexible overhead budgeting and forecasting of new items of business
are also parts of the procedure. The author has accorded his subject
both comprehensive narrative treatment and thorough -going procedural portrayal.

for the profitable conT trol of operations in a company primarily engaged in research
and developHE I N ST A LL A T I O N O F A BUD GE TARY CONT ROL SY ST EM

ment presents problems peculiar to the nature of the business.
Company History
Reaction Motors, Inc. was founded in late 1941 for the purpose of developing liquid fuel rocket power plants and equipment. A true rocket power plant
is a reaction motor which may burn such propellants as liquid oxygen and alcohol and thus is not dependent upon the atmosphere for combustion. It is
used to provide thrust for guided missiles, piloted aircraft, catapults, etc. This
year the company, leader in the field since its founding, is employing almost
seven hundred people and will gross over four million dollars from such development work. Though the company is little known outside of rocket circles,
its products are currently making headlines. Propelled by its power plants, the
Air Force's X - 1 made the first piloted flight through the sonic barrier, the
Navy's Skyrocket holds the record for the highest and fastest piloted flight, and
the Navy's Viking missile holds the record for the highest and fastest single
stage rocket flight.
The Operation and the Control Problem
The company's work is done almost entirely under government contract or
subcontract. Its own capital investment is the smaller share of the facilities and
equipment which it operates, the major portion of which is government owned.
The work performed can be generally classified into research, development,
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or production categories. The research work generally concerns itself with the
feasibility of an idea. The study of this idea often opens up new avenues of
thought and proposals are then submitted for the investigation of these. If the
original idea is proven practical, the government may award a contract for the
development of a prototype engine. This development work is, again, a fertile
breeding ground for new ideas and methods. After successful testing, the services may request that a number of units be produced for further investigation
in the field. Thus, the research work of today leads to the development work
of tomorrow which, in turn, is the foundation for production contracts.
It might be said that what the company sells is a know -how and technical
skill. Since hardly two products are the same and, in fact, the final physical'
product of many contracts is a written report, the most equitable index of output is direct labor man hours. Because of this major participation of the engineering and research functions in the company's operations, all technical personnel, other than supervisory and administrative, are classified as direct labor.
Members of the management team, interested in the control of operations
through budgeting, were faced with the following problems:
I. The proper organization of the concern,
including the establishment of definite
lines of authority and responsibility.
2. The installation of satisfactory accounting procedures which would enable subsequent operations to be reviewed in all
necessary relationships.
3. The assembly of essential historical and
statistical data.
4. The development, installation and administration of a budgetary control sys-

fem adapted to the nature of the company's operations.
5. The conduct of an informal educational
campaign within the company in regard
to the meaning, purposes and advantages
of budgets. It was here that great diplomacy was needed, for the installation of
budgets meant the setting up of standards of performance on operational personnel who had experienced little in the
way of controls while working with the
company.

Definition of Terms to Be Used ,
Before progressing further, it is advisable to define some of the terms which
are used in this paper:
I. Direct labor hours —Labor time of direct
labor employees charged directly to contracts.
2. Direct labor dollars — Dollar value of direct labor hours. This is the basis on
which operating overhead rates are applied. Direct labor dollars are computed
on a base hourly pay basis and do not
include premium pay.
3. Direct materials — Materials charged diM A R C H , 1952

rectly to contacts, either on a purchase
or withdrawal basis.
4. Propellants —Fuels used in the testing of
the company's products. When supplied
by the company, they are charged directly to contracts.
5. Direct charges— Charges direct to a contract for service or for special expenses,
i.e., all other direct charges to a contract not classified as direct labor, di839

rect materials, or propellants as defined
above. Examples of charges of this nature are: overtime and shift premium
pay for direct labor, travel and expense
costs of direct labor, and consultant
fees.
6. Rafe centers —Operating rate centers
are the operating cost centers (departments) or groups of cost centers, determined by line authority and responsibility and type of work performed, for
the purpose of developing overhead
rates for application to contracts. Operating overhead is applied to contracts
on the basis of a percentage of direct
labor dollars.
The general and administrative rate
center is composed of those departments
which principally incur this type of expense. General and administration ex-

penses are applied to projects on the
basis of a percentage relationship to
total project costs, less propellants. Since
propellants on some contracts are government furnished, inclusion of company
purchased propellants in the total cost
base would result in an inequitable allocation of general and administration
overhead expenses.
7. Budget centers —These are composed of
one or more cost centers and are the
groups for which master budgets are
prepared. In the selection of budget
centers, consideration was given to: organizational lines of authority and responsibility, organizational setup for the
administration of the budgetary control
program, and requirements of the company, in the light of the nature of its
operations, for sound budgetary control.

The Initial Segment Budget
In 1948 the accounting department began assembling statistical records of
past and current performance for the purpose of budgeting. Based on information thus developed, graphs and charts were plotted and relationships derived.
Expense elements were computed as percentages of total expenses by cost
centers, rate centers, and for the company as a whole. Divisional overhead
rates began to be projected with greater accuracy. Percentages, termed "effectivity rates," were also developed to express the available time of direct labor
employees which was not charged to contracts. These important control factors
are discussed later.
In 1949 the first overhead budgets made their appearance. These were prepared in the accounting department with the participation of the operating
division heads. Monthly reports which compared actual expenses with the
budgets were issued and explanation of major variances appeared on these
reports. These budgets were strictly accounting department budgets, set up
and administered by the accounting department. The tool of control was not
in the hands of those with the authority and responsibility for control. No
explanations for variances were required of the operating divisions. However,
the program did serve a valuable purpose as an educational medium. It prepared the operating people for what was to come and it aided in clarifying
the thinking of the administrative group as to what was required. These budgets
also highlighted factors which contributed to high overhead rates and operating
inefficiencies.
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During the year 1948 manpower, materials, overhead, and cash requirements
were forecast. These forecasts were expanded in 1949. Occasionally projected
profit and loss statements and balance sheet forecasts also were made. Budgets
were set up for capital equipment expenditures and non - operating expenses, i.e.,
those expenses not reimbursable under government cost -plus- fixed -fee contracts.
Financial planning was highly important at this time because of the existing
inadequacy of working capital.
As can be seen, many of the segments of a complete budgetary control system were thus put in operation, but there was little consolidation and complete
value was not being derived. Still, the nucleus of the system was being formed.

Manuals for Accounting Policies and Budgetary Control
Following the administrative reorganization of 1947, the year 1948 was
spent in developing a plan for a revised accounting system which would more
adequately comply with government contractual requirements and could be
coordinated with the other elements of the business. These developments accompanied, in time, the first moves toward budgeting, just described.
Necessary changes and refinements in the accounting system were introduced
gradually but continuously. The culmination of effort was reached with the
issuance of a Manual of Accounting Policies in October, 1948. This consisted of:
I. Provision for the amendment of procedures.
2. Organization chart of the accounting department with a list of the functions and
responsibilities of each section.
3. General ledger chart of accounts.
4. Descriptive chart of accounts.
S. Statement of financial policies and procedures.
b. Descriptive listing of the general books

of account and general instructions for
their use.
7. Descriptive listing of monthly accruals.
8. Statement of costing methods with a
listing of job cost codes.
9. Procedures for all phases of the company's accounting, which state the policy
in the broad sense and provide the authority for the preparation and release
of detailed procedures and instructions
within the accounting department.

Costing is accomplished by the use of a project and code method of accumulating charges for materials, labor, overhead and other direct charges. The
codes under a project are established to designate the various types of work
performed on each contract. These codes maintain a similarity in their use on
different contracts in that the code number used for a particular type of work
is consistent among contracts so far as is practical.
By December, 1949, it was felt that the company was sufficiently prepared
for the introduction of a formal budgetary control system. A Budgetary ConM A R C H , 1952
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COMPARATIVE CHART OF DIVISIONS, RATE CENTERS, AND
BUDGET CENTERS
DIV ISION

RATE CENTER

BUDGET CENTER

REMARKS

Contract
administration
and service
division

General and
administrative

Finance and
administrative
security
department
Contract
administration
and service
division

Expenses of security department
are apportioned over all rate centers on a formula basis. The security department is organization ally in the finance and administrafive division.

Engineering
division

Engineering
and research
test
department

Engineering
Research
Test

The test department is organize fionally part of the engineering
division.

Manufacturing

Manufacturing
maintenance
department,
Stores and
shipping
department

Expenses of the maintenance and
stores and shipping departments
are apportioned over all divisions.
The supervisors of these service
departments are responsible to
the manager of manufacturing.

Inspection
department

Direct labor hours and dollars of
the inspection department are included in the manufacturing rate
center base for pricing purposes.
Overhead expenses of the inspection department are apportioned
to the manufacturing division. The
supervisor of inspection is responsible to the general manager.

Finance and
administrative
division

Research
division
Manufacturing
division

Inspection
department

EXHIBIT t

trol Manual was issued, its provisions to be effective January 1, 1950. This
manual consists of:
I. Chart of the functional budgetary control organization with a list of the duties
and responsibilities of each unit.
2. Section devoted to the definition of
terms.
3. General discussion of budgetary control
and a discussion of its application in
the company.

4. Section devoted to the means of determining the degree of physical completion on contracts.
5. Broad statement of procedures to be
followed in the preparation of labor, materials and expense requirements forecasts.
6. Broad statement of procedures to be followed in the control of expenses.

Functional Organization for Budgetary Control
A comparison of Reaction Motor's divisional organization, its budget centers
for which master budgets are required to be submitted to the central budgets
$42
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and estimates department, and rate center breakdown is presented as Exhibit 1 .
The budget control organization is functional in its operation (Exhibit 2 ) .
The personnel comprising the divisional budget units are administrative staff
aids of the various division heads. One of the major factors considered in the
decision to institute such a functional control organization as is presently in
effect was the apparent need for consolidation and coordination of the functions
of proposal estimating, forecasting and control.
Committees, not shown on the functional organization chart, but which play
major roles in the formulation of policies which affect the company's budgetary
control are:
COM PO SITION

FUN CTION

Budget and
planning
committee

Executive vice president, secreLary and general counsel, division heads, budgef director,
assistant to the executive vice
president.

Accounting
policy
committee

Vice president and treasurer,
budget d i r ec t or , as s istant
budge director, chief accountant, auditor.

To analyze the long -range picture for the
company and to decide upon a plan of action to follow. To review budgets and actual performance against budgets. To coordinate budgets with the company's long range planning.
To formulate accounting policies and procedures and /or amendments to existing policies and procedures for issuance by the vice
president of finance and treasurer.

NA ME

Project Budget Procedure
A project is an assigned task under a contract. The company may break each
contract down into two or more projects. A project budget is issued for every
project, based on the original proposal estimates. In the proposal, the problem
is clarified and a statement is made as to the method of attack. The program
is broken down into subprograms and an estimate of costs is prepared. The
component breakdown in a research and development program is usually:
I. Design

2. Fabrication
3. Testing

The estimate is made in the divisional budget units in terms of man hours
and materials. It is based on the outline of work to be accomplished as stated
in the proposal. Past experience is analyzed and estimates of probable time and
material expenditures received from the technical and operating people. A
time schedule anj probable delivery date is set.
The estimate is then forwarded to the central budgets and estimates department where it is reviewed and evaluated. Changes in estimates are never made
here without first notifying and conferring with the personnel of the divisional
budget units. Contingency factors are added when necessary and the estimate
MARCH, 193,2
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FUNCTIONAL CHART OF DTTDGFTARY CONTROL ORGANIZATION

Vice President of Finance and Treasure

dination of all budget data
o1ldated proposal estimates
ect budgets
tenance of master project schedules
carted statements of operation, profit and loss, cash
forecasts, balance sheet, etc.
olidated manpower, materials and direct charge forecasts
arative analysis
acted labor and overhead rates
icipate with management in tie preparation of capital
expenditure and non - operating expense budgets
ect code control
nd aid and advice to divisional budget units, especially in
regard to establishing overhead expense standards
uremeit of accomplishment
all budgetary control

paration of comparative reports
1. Financial
2. Project cost
3. Overhead

reparation of:.
Now business forecasts
Divisional manpower and direct
charge forecast
Divisional expense standards
ssuance of:
Project authorizations and
releases
Consolidated proposals
Master project schedules
nalysis of:
Divisional

xpense variances

Each of these, in its special area, is
responsible for Preparation of:
Proposal estimates
Work description and specifications
Project schedules
Divisional manpower materials and
subcontract and direch charge
forecasts
Overhead expense standards
Coordination of:
Divisional purchases
Project codes and account numbers
Analysis of:
Project performance
Labor variances
Material, etc. variajces
f lv o . h n . A o . e i . . r n e

EXHIBIT 2
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is priced using projected labor and overhead rates. Accurate projections are
needed since many programs extend over periods of three years or more.
After the proposal is submitted and a contract received, the project budget
is issued by the central budgets and estimates department. An example of a
project budget form is shown as Exhibit 3. Each budget is based on the original
divisional proposal estimate and corresponds to:
I. Component breakdown of the job.

2. Divisional lines of responsibility.

The central budgets and estimates department endeavors to administer project
budgets in such a manner as to enable the operating divisions to plan and conduct their programs with a minimum amount of disruption and disturbance.
Contingency reserves are therefore withheld by the central group to cover the
possibilitles which might affect project costs. The amount of the budget reserve is determined for each project on the nature and duration of the program
and other overall conditions. Broad guides have been established on past experience.
The following are the contingencies reserved for:
I. Actual overhead rates higher than forecast.
2. Increases in direct labor wage rates
higher than anticipated.
3. Changes in accounting policies which
affect project costs.
4. Audit exceptions to costs by the Government on one project which may increase the costs on another project.

S. The receipt of a contract extension or
amendment later than anticipated by the
contract administration and service division.
6. On projects having a split responsibility
between operating divisions, a reserve
is withheld so that if one division exceeds its budgeted costs the central reserve can be used to correct this situation and the budget of another division
will not have to be reduced.

A project budget is changed for a variety of reasons, such as changes in the
requirements of the contract, a decreased need for a contingency reserve as a
project nears completion, or the necessity for additional funds to complete project requirements. Complete coordination and cooperation is needed among the
personnel of the central budgets and estimates section, the divisional budget
units and the contract administration division for proper administration of
project budgets.
Control Action Under Project Budgets
Upon receipt of the project budget as established by the budgets and estimates department and approved by the division head, the project engineer, in
MA RC H , 1 95 2
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BUDGETS AND ESTIMATES DEPARTMENT
.

Bud ge t f or Pr oj ect O rde r No. .. ... ..
CONTRACT NO.:
DESCRIPTION:
DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Total dollars

$

$

$

$

TEST
Approximate labor hours
Labor dollars
Overhead dollars

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

ADMINIST RAT IVE

$

&

TOTAL DIRECT COST

$

PROPELLANTS

$

DIRECT CHARGES

Distribution:

$

Total dollars

TOTAL

TOTAL

$

MANUFACTURING
Approximate labor hours
Labor dollars
Overhead dollars

GENERAL

TEST STAND
MODIFICATION

$

Total dollars

MATERIAL

FABRICA.
TION OF TEN
ENGINES

$

ENGINEERING
Approximate labor hours
Labor dollars
Overhead dollars

DATE ISSUED:

Notes:
Preparedby:

......................................................
....................................................

Approvedby:

EXHIBIT 3

conjunction with the divisional budget unit, breaks it down further into the
components to be developed and assigns responsibilities in cooperation with the
individual department heads. Since difficulties are often encountered and there
may be frequent changes in ideas and programs because of the nature of the
work, the project engineer needs to withhold large contingency reserves. Many
times he releases his budgeted funds only segment by segment.
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An attempt is made to relieve the project engineer of as much of the administrative burden as possible. The individual department heads are held accountable for completion of segments of the work. The project engineer works
in than hours and material dollars and is advised as to the effects of overhead
rate and labor rate changes by the personnel of the divisional budget units.
When in financial difficulty, the division can request the release of additional
funds from the central budgets and estimates department.
The estimates for production unit projects are summarized by major subassemblies and final assembly operations. The manufacturing division is responsible for all costs except those incurred under production engineering
liaison and testing codes. Exhibit 4 is an explanatory listing of some of the
reports which aid in the control of project costs.
Measuring Physical Accomplishment Against the Budget
The basic review is the comparison of the estimate of the per cent of budgeted
funds expended with the per cent of physical accomplishment. At Reaction
Motors the measurement of physical accomplishment is built around work units
such as valves, pumps, or cylinders, with pre -set standard values. The pre -set
standard values are expressions, in per cent, of the relation of a work unit to
the whole divisional or company task for each project. The pre -set standards
are established in accordance with the original proposal and are subject to
change only as the scope of work under the contract is changed.
Since the company's products are almost continuously variable from contract
to contract, the establishment of work units which are identical from contract
to contract is impracticable. However, after analysis, work units which are
similar in general content and which are basically definable are established for
each contract. The company's cost code system forms the general basis for the
work units. However, because of the time element involved and in the interest
of eliminating as much individual judgment as possible, these basic work units
may be broken down into shorter cycle subunits, such as design, fabrication, and
testing, which are fundamentally measurable and costable under our accounting
system. The determination of the degree of accomplishment on the work unit
is based on physical units wherever possible. As a last resort, where no physical
units are available, a simple cost formula is employed.
A typical graph on which per cent of physical accomplishment is plotted
against per cent of budget funds spent is submitted as Exhibit 5. These percentages are computed monthly in the budget centers and forwarded to the
general budgets and estimates department. This information is here consoliMA RC H , 1 95 2
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EXPLANATORY LISTING OF PROJECT COST REPORTS
REPORT TITLE

SCHEDULE
OF ISSUANCE

REPORT CONTENT

Project
budget report

Monthly

Cumulative cost report by rate center, by master budget
item, by cost element. Separate report for each project.

Summary of
project costs

Monthly

Cumulative cost report by rate center, by cost element,
by project and contract.

.

Project maMonthly
terials, direct
charges and
propellant
report
Project
1. Weekly
status report
2. Monthly

Final project On
cost report
completion
of project

(

2. Monthly

I. Weekly charges of direct labor hours by code, by
department, by rate center, for each project.
2. Cumulative charges, distributed as per I ).
Cumulative charges of: (1) materials, (2) direct
charges, and (3) propellants, by code, by department,
by rate center for each project.

I. Comparative report which shows: I project budget,
(2) cumulative costs, (3) costs for week, (4) outstanding purchase order commitments, and (5) brief
written report of project status.
2. Per cent of physical completion, per cent of allowable costs expended, dollar expenditures to date,
outstanding purchase order commitments, total project estimated costs, and written report concerning
project status.
Estimate number, original estimated delivery date, actual
completion date, contract amount, contract allowable
costs, contract fee or profit, budget reserve, budgeted
costs, actual total contract amount, actual costs, actual
fee or profit, disposition of residual inventory.
)

I. Weekly

(

Project
man hour
report

EXHIBIT 4

dated and analyzed. Projected overruns are pointed out and the amounts and
causes are determined. Recommendations are made to the operating divisions
for taking remedial measures. Management is advised of the problem when the
budget director feels it necessary.
Overhead Expense Budgets
Until the forecast of April 1, 1951, new overhead expense forecasts were
prepared each quarter by the divisional budget units. However, during the first
quarter of that year, overhead standards for various levels of activity were prepared which made the preparation of separate quarterly expense forecasts in
the divisions unnecessary. These flexible overhead standards for various levels
of activity were prepared in the central budgets and estimates department.
However, the aid of the personnel of the divisional budget units was solicited
to a great extent and the final draft was reviewed by them. Division head approval is necessary for all standards before final acceptance.
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Direct labor hours is the activity index. Ranges of activity, twelve in all, run
from a shut -down basis to twice normal activity, the spread of hours being
smallest for those ranges nearest normal. After the desired ranges of activity
were selected, historical data for the three -year period 1948, 1949, and 1950
were analyzed.
It was necessary to make certain basic assumptions in the preparation of these
standards and these were prepared in written form. They are generally as follows:
I. The standards are considered to represent a twelve month period at the end
of which time they will be reviewed and
changed if necessary. The standards will
be revised at any time to reflect changes
in conditions. It is the duty of the divisions to notify the budget and estimate department of changes in conditions and to request changes in the
standards.
2. The company's present organization
structure is assumed to be maintained
throughout the entire range of activity

covered and all existing functions are
provided for. It is assumed that at the
lower ranges of activity an effort will be
made to retain key personnel in the expectation of an increase in activity
within the next quarterly period.
3. It is assumed that the company has
been operating at the particular level
for a period of two months and that a
sufficient time has elapsed to achieve
relatively high efficiency and effectivity.
4. A normal labor market is assumed to
exist.

Labor Hour Distribution Underlies Standards for Centers
Percentage standards were then developed for the distribution of direct labor
hours, the analysis of which is highly interesting and important because of the
effect that the percentage of direct labor time charged to projects has on operating overhead expenses and rates. The related monthly comparative report form
used for such budget center is submitted as Exhibit 6. The standard activity
level which most closely approximates actual is used for report purposes.
The derivation of the standards for this report will be briefly outlined. Productive hours is the key figure and starting point in their preparation. It represents direct labor hours charged to projects and is therefore the activity index.
The figure for total available hours is obtained by dividing the productive hours
by the standard effectivity rate at the particular level for the budget center involved. Effectivity, not to be confused with efficiency, is the percentage of total
available hours of direct labor employees of a cost center which are charged
directly to projects. The effectivity percentage is a very critical figure in the
maintenance of competitive overhead rates and prices and its comparison with
actual is correspondingly important. The significance of this percentage stems
from the fact that the dollar value of all hours not charged to projects has the
double effect of increasing overhead expenses by the amount that it decreases
the direct labor dollar base. All items of productive and non - productive hours
are expressed also in terms of percentage of total available hours.
MA RC H , 1 95 2
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CHART OF
PER CENT OF PHYSICAL COMPLETION VS.
PER CENT OF BUDGETED FUNDS EXPENDED
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EXHIBIT 5
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The standard percentage for overtime at a particular level enables standard
overtime hours to be determined. These, when subtracted from total available
hours, provide normal available hours. Normal available hours, when divided
by the number of hours in the particular accounting month, based on a forty
hour work week, furnish the standard number of direct labor personnel for the
particular activity level. (The company's accounting system is constructed on
the 4 -4 -5 week basis. Standards are based on a four -week month and factors are
applied for conversion of the standards to a five -week month.)
Percentage standards for items of the nonproductive time of direct labor are
established after review of historical analysis and current programs and schedules. It should be noted here that control for all standards is mainly exercised
through cumulative percentages and amounts since natural fluctuations from
month to month are expected.
General work is nonproductive work performed by direct labor employees
such as handling materials, inventory taking, welding certification, training,
development of engineering standards, etc. This is also a very important figure,
since it is the proper programming of general work, along with the proper scheduling of work, overtime and vacations, which leads to a relatively constant effectivity rate and nonfluctuating direct labor personnel level. An effort is made
to plan schedulable general work in those months with the smaller percentages
of vacations and holidays.
After completion of the standards for the distribution of direct labor hours,
manning tables were prepared for all departments at all selected levels. From
these the budgeted payroll expenses for nondirect personnel were determined.
Dollar Expense Comparisons With Standard
The summary of types and number of employees for the monthly activity
level is shown on the monthly Comparison of Actual with Budgeted Expenses
Report (Exhibit 7.) A list of standard employee classifications by job title has
been issued by the central budgets and estimates department. Direct labor hours
in the standard expense column of Exhibit 7 are the productive hours as taken
from the distribution of direct labor hours form shown in Exhibit 6, for budget
centers employing direct labor. Direct labor dollars are computed by multiplying the direct labor hours by the standard average hourly rate. These figures
are included on the overhead form for the purpose of showing the relationship
between overhead expenses and direct labor dollars for overhead rate determination.
The budgeted overhead payroll expenses for direct labor employees express
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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DISTRIBUTION OF D/L* HOURS
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL WITH STANDARDS
MONTH OF
Th is Mo n t h
Act ual

St an d ard

Va ria n c e

INDEX -D j L H O UR S

N o r m a l W e e k (40)

Ho u r s

;n

Ho ur s

%

Ave r . N o . o f M e n
Ho u rs

O ve r t i m e
To ta l A va il. Hr s.

DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLE HOURS
PR OD UC TI VE
NON - PRODUCTIVE
Ge n er a l Wo rk
Div. O r d e r s
P r o p o s a ls
Vac ations
H o l id a y s
Si c k Le a v e
A llo w e d Ti m e
I d le Ti m e
To ta l Non -Prod,

TRA NSF ERS
Labor — Out
Labor — In
NE T TR A N S F E R S

To t a l A va il. Hr.

C om p l e t e F or m h a s " Y e a r - t o_ D a t e " col u m n s cor r e s p ond i n g
wit h "Th is Mont h" col u mn s .
'D i r e ct Labor
EXHIBIT 6

the dollar value of the hours for each expense element again as shown on the
distribution of direct labor hours form when multiplied by the direct labor
average hourly rate. Some indication of the basis for budgeting of expenses
has already been given. Each expense element in the controllable and semi852
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controllable groupings appearing on Exhibit 7 has as its basis a related condition which is the determinant for the incurrence of the expense. In the analysis
of historical data, the most closely determining factors were searched out for
each expense element and were employed in projecting the effects of changes
in activity on these expenses. Scatter charts were prepared in an effort to separate the fixed portions of each expense element in these groupings from the
variable. Expense standards were then computed for each level. After the determination of the overhead rate for each level, flexible overhead rate curves
were plotted for each budget center and rate center. These clearly show the
effect of volume on overhead rates.
Several of the expense element groupings in the semi - controllable items may
appear unrelated. These expenses were placed together because a cost center
incurring one of these expenses does not incur the other. For instance, the
general and administrative rate center, which is charged with all the identifiable
expense of proposal preparation, receives no charge for freight -in or freight -out.
By use of such groupings of nonrelated items, all possible information can be
shown on a standard form. When it comes to reports, only the appropriate caption is shown on these lines.
The divisional budget units further control expenses within their budget
centers by agreeing with each supervisor on a subunit of their master budget,
applicable to his department. Monthly overhead reports for controllable expenses
are also issued for every department (Exhibit 8). Monthly reports in which
variances are analyzed are required of all divisional budget units for each budget
center under their jurisdiction. These are sent to the respective division heads
and a copy is sent to the budget director.
There appear to be many advantages to the maintenance of expense standards
at various levels at Reaction Motors. Among these are:
I. The necessity for making quarterly expense forecasts is eliminated.
p. The length of time necessary for the
preparation of operating forecasts is
shortened.

3. Better control is achieved because of
bench marks for measurement which reflect changes in conditions.
4. They are invaluable aids in making special analyses, especially with respect to
the effect of volume on operations.

"New Business" Forecasts a Part of the System
A three -year forecast of possible new items of business is issued quarterly by
the contract administration and service division. These possibilities may include:
( 1 ) new contracts, ( 2 ) additional work under existing contracts, and (3)
amendments to existing contracts. When possible, the work included in the
forecast is identified by a contract, proposal or item number. The estimated
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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COMPARISON OF ACTUAL WITH STANDARD EXPENSES
Month of
-

-

Thi s Mo nt h
To t al

Di rect

St an dard

Va r i a n c e

Di rect
E xe c.

Ad m .

&

Av er . Na . P er so n

Su pe rvi s o ry
Cl er i c al
Indu ct
To t al

_—

Gro s s P ayr o l l
Di re c t La b o r H o u r s ( Ac t i v i t y Ind ex )
Di r ec t L ab o r Do l l a rs
Aw c a g e H o u r l y R a t e
PAYROLL E XPE NSE S

(1)

Su p v.. C l e r . , a n d Ad m i n .
In di r ec t L a bo r
Gener al Wo r k
Di v . W o r k O r de r s
Va c at i o n , H o l i d a y, et c .
Si ck Leave
Al l o w e d T i m e

&

Id l e

Sh i f t P re m i u m

&

Ov er t i me

_

To t a l P a yr o l l E x p en s e s
CONTROLLABLE EXP EN SES ( 2)
P l a n t S u p pl i e s
P e ri sh ab l e T o o l s
Pho t o

&

Bl u epri nt

In d i r e ct Ma t er i al s
_

In st r u m en t . Su p pl i e s
P ri nt ed Fo rms
SE MI- CONTROLLABLE EXP ENSE S

1
/

1
(

Amo rt .

&

Rent al s, Dep rec ..

water

&

Li gh t , H e at , P o we r
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&

Tel ., Tel .,

(3)

Offi ce

&

St a t i o ne ry

Au t o E xp e n s e

La b . Te s t s

F rei ght

&

P ro po sal s

&

Tr avel

Mi s c . T a x e s , F e e s

&

P a yr o l l T a x e s
In s.

I

Gr o u p Ins .

Prof. Se rv i ce s

&

Le g a l

Ho sp.

Mai n t ena nce

&

Re pa i r s

&

Wo r kmen' s C o mp.

1

(3)
(1) (2 )

&

(2)

TOTAL D IRE DT E XP E NSE S

&

Mi sc el l a ne o u s
To t a l O t h e r E x p e n s e s

(3J

AP P ORTIONE D E XP E NSE S
St o res

&

Ins pe ct i o n
Sh i p p i n g

Mai nt e nance
P l an t S e cu r i t y
To t a l Ap p o r t . E x pe n s e s
TOT AL

EXP.

Ov e rh e ad Ra t e o n D AL Do l l a r s

C o m p l e t e f o r m h a s "Y e a r - t o - D a t e " c o l u m n s c o r r e s p o n d i n g
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cost in dollars is placed under one of three headings according to degree of
possibility of securement. These headings are: ( 1 ) reasonably certain, ( 2 )
probable, and (3) possible.
Based on the new business forecasts of December 1, March 1, June 1, and
September 1, operations are projected for three years ahead, starting with the
first day of the month following that in which the forecast is issued. However,
forecasts by the operating divisions are only made for the first twelve months,
the remaining twenty-four months being forecast in the budgets and estimates
department by means of analyses of past operations and sales and management's
best knowledge of anticipated conditions.
Representatives of the divisional budget units meet with the staff of the
central budgets and estimates department one month before and one month
after each forecast. The purposes of the meetings before each forecast are:
I. For the budget director to acquaint the
representatives of the divisional budget
units with any required changes in
method of preparation or presentation
and with other particular conditions of

the forthcoming forecast.
2. To determine a schedule for completion.
3. To discuss further the results of the past
forecasts as related to actual.

The purposes of the meetings after each forecast are:
I. To compare the forecast with the actual
for the first month and to discuss any
significant variances,
2. To discuss possibilities for simplification

and improvements in methods and pro cedures.
3. To formulate ideas for further develop ment by the time of the next meeting.

Working Out the Forecasts
The required time for the development of a complete package of forecast
operations is one month. The first step toward this in the divisional budget
units is the forecasting of requirements on active projects, business already in
hand at the time the new business forecast was prepared. Requirements are
forecast (after consultation with the project engineer in the case of research
and development projects) by project, department and month. The results are
checked against the project budget and the project schedules.
Projections are next made on the possible items of new business. For most
of these items recent proposal estimates are available to be used as a basis for
forecasting requirements. The engineers who wrote the proposals are available
for consultation. In the case of items for which no proposal has yet been written, almost all of which would be in the "possible" grouping, quick preliminary
estimates are made.
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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The results are plotted on charts for each class of business by departments
for each month. Dollar requirements are shown for material and subcontract,
direct charges, and propellants. Direct labor hours are plotted for manpower,
with the equivalent number of men indicated. Effect is given to the cost center
average available time of direct labor employees not charged to projects. Average weekly units of measurement are used to smooth out the effect of the company's .I -4 -5 week accounting months.
After charts of requirements by budget center are plotted in the same manner, it becomes necessary to adjust to a firm projected activity level. It is difficult to determine exactly what items of new business will be received and on
what dates. The company accepts a relatively small number of contracts a year.
While some are for large amounts and extend over periods of several years,
others are in comparison small and of short duration. Several methods of projecting trend lines have been tried and have met with varying degrees of success.
The method presently in use, and apparently the most accurate, is to base the
projected activity for the first quarter's operations on the requirements of active
projects plus reasonably certain items of new business plus selected items in
the probable grouping. Activity for the last three quarters is forecast by means
of a trend line drawn after analysis of historical data, future influences, and
inspection of the projected activity curves of the new business groupings.
Requirement curves for forecasting purposes are smoothed out also to give
effect to available men and facilities. At the present time, the existing labor
market: and possible accession rates must likewise be considered. All trend line
curves are approved by the budget director. The number of types of indirect
personnel are forecast for various levels of activity.
Direct labor dollars are forecast for each budget center by multiplying the
forecast direct labor hours by projected wage rates. Overhead is then applied
to the operating forecast by interpolation and review of the flexible budget
overhead rate curves, with the judgment factor giving effect to current movement of the activity curve. This gives weight to the "lag tendency" in up -cycle
and down -cycle movements.
Projected Statements of Operations and Statements for the Determination of
the General and Administrative Rate (both illustrated in Exhibit 9) are made
for each month of the first twelve -month period and for each quarter of the
succeeding twenty -four month period.
Financial Planning
Estimated quarterly profit and loss statements, cash forecasts, and projected
balance sheets are prepared, based on the projected statements of operations.
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS AND
DETERMINATION OF GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RATE
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The first: step in the forecasting of the profit and loss statement is an analysis
of the company's backlog and a reconciliation of it with the forecasts for active
projects.
Each contract is analyzed as to costs to be incurred, type of contract, special
provisions, potential profits to be earned, and other pertinent factors. Contract
completion dates are an important consideration, particularly on cost- plus -fixedfee type contracts where the percentage of the fixed fee withheld can be billed
on completion of the contract. Items of anticipated new business which are close
to the definitive contract stage and for which the contract provisions are reasonably well -known are examined similarly so that estimated profits, together
with cost expenditures, can be calculated.
For that segment of the forecast costs which cannot be defined as to the exact
items which constitute it, an attempt is made to break it down as to type of
business. It is separated dollarwise into the following classifications: research,
development, production, spare parts and accessories, overhauls, field service
and miscellaneous. Profit percentages for the various types of business, which
are developed yearly by means of a sales analysis, are then applied against these
costs.
Cost elements as summarized on the projected statement of operations are
transposed to an estimated profit and loss statement, and, after giving effect to
anticipated beginning and ending inventories, cost of sales, gross profit and
sales art! determined. Cash forecasts are prepared to determine the amount of
funds required for operations and capital equipment and to get a figure for
anticipated bank borrowings.
Budgeting Nonoperating Expenditures and Capital Outlay
Nonoperating expense budgets are prepared annually for items not reimbursable: under cost -plus- fixed -fee contracts. They are prepared by the budgets
and estimates department for review by management and approval by the board
of directors. These expenses are controlled by the budgets and estimates department. Comparative reports are prepared monthly.
Budgets for capital equipment expenditures are prepared annually. In October eadi division head, after a review of the operating forecast, submits to the
budget and planning committee a schedule of capital equipment requirements
for the following year. This committee reviews these requests and makes a
recommendation to the general manager who, in turn, makes his recommendation to the board of directors. After each division's budget is finally determined,
MA R CH , 19 5 2
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the division head is free to substitute in the purchase of any item, providing he
remains within his budget. This objective is controlled by the budgets and estimates department, and an effort is made to spend no more than approximately
twenty -five per cent of the budgeted funds quarterly. This quantity stipulation
is not only for the purpose of regulating the flow of expenditures for capital
items but also to have funds available for changed capital requirements during
the year.
Purposes Served
Budgeting has served many needs at Reaction Motors. It has highlighted
weaknesses in organization and served as a declaration of policy. Through its
use, personnel have been made "cost conscious," and operations controlled. The
number of government audit disallowances has been drastically reduced and
overruns of cost have been almost eliminated. However, the company has not
become a penny pincher. It is realized that "in order to make a dollar, you
must spend a dollar." It is wise direction of its expenditures that it is interested in. Intelligent planning is now conducted, based on co- ordinated group
thought after thorough investigation and analysis. More profitable use is being
made of manpower and facilities. The participation of our operating personnel
in the formulation of budgets insures their effectiveness.
The installation of a budgetary control system, together with other operational
campaigns and changes, has assured the company of a highly competitive cost
position within the industry. The budget system, evolved after considerable
effort, has now become a tool for the company and has taken its proper place
in respect to operations.
It is evident from three years' experience at Reaction Motors that budgeting
is practical for an operation primarily research and development in nature.
However, the system, in order to function properly, must be tailor -made to
suit the needs of the organization, intelligently installed and properly administered. For this type of work, it is important that the program be conducted
more as a guide to operations than as a rigid plan. For this, built -in flexibility
is necessary in order that expansion and contraction and other changes in conditions will be provided for.
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WORKSHOP

Making Light Work of Accounts Payable
by RAYMOND GRAECA
Chief Cost Accountant, Erie Resistor Corp., Erie, Pa.

receiving report. The order contains
may have serious accounts the ledger distribution account number,
payable problems. Our company is a quantity, unit price, vendor code nummedium -sized firm employing approxi- ber and terms of sale. Two copies are
mately 1 , 5 0 0 persons. We manufac- sent to the vendor, one to be returned
ture electronic components and are cus- as an acknowledgment to confirm
tom molders of plastic parts. Our pur- price, terms of sale, etc. One copy
chases consist of many and varied goes to the store supervisor, one to the
terminals, screw machine parts, stamp- accounting department for review of
ings, solvents, molding powders, distribution data, and one copy to the
paints, tools, dies and certain raw tabulating department. The tabulating
materials. The auditing of vendor in- department punches a master file card
voices against receiving reports and for each order, recording all data, such
the subsequent preparation of distribu- as vendor code number, purchase order
tion summaries by hand, as well as the number, ledger account number, cost
preparation of remittance advices and order number and department number,
checks, has always been a vexing prob- quantity and unit price. These cards
lem due to the human element present are placed on file for use when the
in each step of procedure. After con- goods are received.
The master purchase order form is
siderable research, we revised our procedure completely and settled on the then sent to the receiving department
punched cards method described in to await arrival of the goods. Upon
this article. For several years we had receipt of the goods, the master is
used punched cards in our payroll, ac- pulled and a posting made on the
lower portion to indicate the date,
counts receivable, sales analysis, etc.
quantity, transportation data, etc.
From Purchasing to Receiving
Copies are run for the purchasing deAll purchase orders are prepared on partment, stores supervisor and the acmaster forms. The form is such that counting department. The latter dethe lower portion is used later as a partment reviews the report and ex-

E
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RELATIVELY

SMALL
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PANIES
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tends the dollar value on the face. quantity, unit price and dollar amount.
After all reports for the day are ex- If terms provide for discount, it is
tended, and adding machine tape is figured and inserted below the dollar
taken and recorded on a control sheet. amount and subtracted to indicate the
The receiving reports with the tape net amount of the invoice. An adding
attached are sent to tabulating depart- machine tape is taken of each day's
ment where punched cards are pre- invoices and the total recorded on a
pared to indicate the vendor number, daily control sheet, after which the indate or receipt, purchase order num- voices together with the tape are sent
ber, price, quantity and dollar value. to the tabulating department.
The cards are machine- matched with
The tabulating department prepares
the master purchase order file of cards. punched cards for each invoice to indiDuring this operation there is auto- cate all encircled information. Cards
matically punched into the receiving are sorted by vendor number and by
cards the vendor's name, ledger ac- purchase order number, and the vendor
count number, cost order number and name is inserted automatically by madepartment number. This method chine- matching with the master puravoids the errors which often occur in chase order file. Cards are then run
transferring this information by hand on the tabulator and the total of this
from original purchase order. The re- run must balance with the tape which
ceiving cards are sorted by vendor accompanied the invoices. (All innumber and a run is made on the tabu- voice cards are gang - punched with a
lator to balance against the tape which code number to enable the sorter to
accompanied the receiving reports. segregate them from receiving report
After balancing, the cards are filed in cards and also to permit giving effect
a current file for matching against to them as credits when they are
vendor invoices.
matched with receiving cards.)
The invoice cards are combined with
Machine Matching Invoice and Receipt
the receiving cards from current file.
Vendor invoices are received by the The intermingled cards are sorted by
accounting department each day as the purchase order number and by vendor
mail is distributed. All invoices are code number, and are run through the
checked for purchase order number. If tabulator. Because the receiving cards
no number is indicated, the invoice is act as debits while the invoice cards
returned to the vendor. After this act as credits, a zero subtotal for each
check, a circle is placed around each vendor and purchase order number
pertinent item of information on the will result if the invoice cards and
invoice. These include date, purchase the receiving cards are in agreement.
order number, vendor code number, Where subtotals are not zero, the items
862
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are placed in the tabulator for writing
of checks. The tabulator grand total of
checks written must agree with the
grand total of remittance advices previously prepared.
Checks, remittance advices, and
copies of original invoices are sent to
the accounting department. The checks
are signed, recorded in the cash book,
Check Writing and Account
and mailed to vendors.
Distribution
The distribution of accounts payable
After balancing, the receiving cards charges at the end of each month is
are placed in a file with other such accomplished with similar dispatch,
cards previously balanced during the through a machine run. All receiving
month. This file will be used at the cards (previously machine - matched
end of the month for the account dis- with invoices, as described,) are sorted
tribution summary run. The invoice by ledger account number, vendor
cards are placed in a current file by due number, cost order number and departdates for preparation of checks at that ment. The cards are then run through
time.
the tabulator, printing subtotals by cost
Checks are prepared twice weekly. order or department and totals by
The previously balanced invoice cards ledger account number. The grand
are taken from the due -date file and total of the run must balance with consorted by vendor number. Remittance trol sheet on which daily balancing
advice forms are prepared by running runs were made during the month.
the cards through the tabulator. On
the remittance form is recorded vendor A Fast and Flexible System
Many supplementary reports are
number, invoice reference number or
date, gross amount and net amount of made from the cards. For example,
each invoice, with a gross total and a the vendor index is a cumulative report
each month, using the check cards
net total.
As the total is printed, the machine sorted by vendor number. The run
automatically punches a summary card gives a record of the vendor name,
containing vendor code number, total net and gross money for the month,
gross and total net amounts. These and cumulative totals for the year to
summary cards are combined with date. Others include summaries of difname and address cards from the ven- ferent classifications of purchases —
dor master file and sorted together by stampings, screw machine parts, steel
vendor code number, after which they shapes, solvents, etc. —for the guidance

must be investigated and reconciled by
the accounting department.
All balanced cards are re- sorted into
receiving card and invoice card groups.
A run is made of each group and the
totals of each run must agree. This
checks the accuracy of the cards against
the zero balance run.
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of the purchasing department, summaries of unfilled orders to reflect outstanding commitments, calculations for
the various government control reports
now required, and many like reports.
In brief, we feel that an accurate,
quick, and economical method of
handling accounts payable has been
provided through the use of our tabu-

lating equipment, which has been set
forth here. We believe that the system recognizes and covers the necessities of good internal control and
eliminates much manual labor, especially the duplication of this labor
through errors, which is the most serious defect of many manual accounts
payable systems.

What Payroll Method — Manual, Machine or Mixed?
by L. I. ASHER
Manager of Finance, the Fractional Horsepower Motor Dept., General Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

T all work contributing to comprises
the issuHE P A Y R O L L O P E R A T I O N

ance of a payroll, including the basic
accounting entries. This starts with the
beginning steps on time - keeping and
includes issuance of checks or currency
envelopes, reconciliation of bank account, maintenance of payroll deduction records, preparation of payroll
journal entries, and issuance of social
security reports, withholding tax receipts and other reports taken from
payroll department records. It covers
the computation of gross payroll or
total gross earnings in dollars regardless of method of calculation of pay,
and the calculation of net payroll,
which is gross payroll less all deductions for withholding tax, social security tax, etc. to the net check or cash
received by the employees.
Payro l l Wo rk an d G o al s

The work is commonly divided into
864

work on the hourly payroll, covering
employees paid for hours actually
worked at an hourly rate (including
various incentive pay plans) and salaried payroll, covering employees paid
a weekly salary rate for a week's work,
usually 40 hours. There may also be
those working on a salary basis but
paid twice a month or monthly. An
important aspect is the distribution or
summarization of payroll by accounts
for booking.
The real measure of any payroll system is the economy and smoothness
with which three fundamental objectives are accomplished. The first is
issuance of the payrolls on time. This
is always taken for granted, but the entire payroll job is geared to this basic
requirement. ( just imagine what
would happen if payroll checks or
cash should be a day late!) The second
objective is prompt summarization of
the accounting distribution of payroll
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

payments, so that financial statements
may be issued as quickly as possible.
For instance, is it necessary to accrue
the payroll for the last week of the
month or is it available for statement
purposes in its exact amount? The
third objective relates to current accumulation of information needed for
reports in order to avoid periodic
peaks and overtime by payroll personnel. Social security reports on earnings
and issuance of withholding tax receipts are only two of numerous periodic special requirements of the payroll department.
These may not be all the objectives
or duties, but they are the fundamental
ones around which a payroll operation is built. They are here considered
in respect to manual and i chine
methods, the two broad groups into
which payroll methods can be classified.
Clerical Pool Basis for Manual Payrolls

Small payrolls are generally on a
manual system, i.e., very few if any
machines are used and the operations
are performed primarily by hand.
Larger ;payrolls, involving from several
hundred to several thousand employees, are also often completed manually
for the most part. The only equipment used may consist of calculating
machines, typewriters and a check
signer -- and possibly addressograph
equipment. There is much to be said
in favor of an efficiently run manual
system. Perhaps the greatest single adM A R C H , 19 5 2

vantage is flexibility in accomplishing
the basic objectives which have been
outlined.
Since a manual is mostly the work
of individuals, it is obvious that successful operation hinges in large measure on the optimum utilization of the
payroll clerical force. Long and substantial experience in our company has
proven that this can be best accomplished through an over -all pooling of
the payroll clerical effort, in which all
detailed operations are dispatched to
the clerks for completion on the same
basis as production is scheduled or dispatched in the factory. This is the key
to a smooth and economical manual
payroll.
Each member of this clerical pool
performs, as required, any one of the
various operations necessary to complete the payroll. Except for the permanent assignment of a few of the
duties, such as maintenance of deduction authorization records, no employee
is assigned a specific function nor a
limited responsibility over the payroll
for any certain unit or segment of the
company or business. Under this arrangement no employee does the same
specific thing hour after hour and day
after day. Neither does any employee
do all or nearly all the work of preparing the payroll for any given division or unit of the business.
The supervisor of the clerical pool
might be called a work dispatcher, for
that is his job. He assigns work to all
of the clerks in predetermined quan865
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Hourly Payroll*
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tities of documents (such as clock
cards, pay checks, etc.), enough to require twenty-five to thirty minutes to
complete. He knows definitely how
long each job should take and hence
knows also when the completed work
should be returned to him and the
next job dispatched. These are small
enough work segments, so that, if
something does not check out, it is
not long before the difficulty is
isolated.
Each employee in the clerical pool
must be a prominent calculating machine operator. Assignment of work
in small segments makes a maximum
use of i:his proficiency and, at the same
time, achieves a highly desirable flexibility of operation and control. Perhaps more important, breaking up the
job into batches of varying kinds,
greatly reduces the fatigue factor.
Some Forms for A Manual System

Good paper media must be provided for satisfactory operation of the
clerical pool. A few of our company's
payroll processes and forms may be
helpful. here. Payroll statistics are a
vital product of the payroll work.
Basic :information is summarized by
pool clerks on what are called "sub summaries" or balancing strips for
each group of thirty earnings cards
being processed. Exhibit 1 is illustrative. These balancing strips are summarized by departments each week and
posted to a monthly accumulation pegboard sheet. Exhibit 2 relates to this
MA RC H , 1 95 2

step. Distribution of gross payroll by
accounts is summarized in a pegboard
strip form by weeks for each department. These weekly figures are added
across at the end of each month to
obtain the payroll journal entry details.
Exhibit 3 makes this process clear. In
short, with a well organized clerical
force, good paper media and adequate
supervision, a manual payroll operation
may well be the best and most economical for a particular business.
The Question of Introducing
Machine Methods

The extent to which machines
should be used in payroll work depends upon size and complexity of the
payroll. Moreover, before changing
from manual to machine method, the
payroll executive must make sure that
the manual operation is as efficient as
it can be made. It may be possible to
accomplish the savings suggested by a
machine plan simply by better organization and improved performance of
a manual operation.
However, it is only common sense
to compare machine and manual
method costs. There is a wide variety
of equipment offered by business machine firms for payroll work. These
may be roughly grouped from the
smallest to the largest, in terms of size
and cost, as follows:
I. Small machine to write check and earnings record at the same time but limited
as to columns, deduction possibilities, etc.
2. Large multi - column posting machine capable of complete job of writing payroll
from "gross to net ".
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• There is a sim ilar sheet for salaried payroll.
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DISTRIBUTION SHEET
Part (1)
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EXHIBIT 3
3. Tabulating equipment capable of preparing complete "gross to net" payroll
and also capable of handling the calcu-

lation of gross pay under factory incentive pay plans.

Each machine system has its advantages and disadvantages and also its
most appropriate or optimum area of
usage. Obviously, the smaller and
simpler machines are best on smaller
payrolls, keeping in mind the fundamental :requirements of economy and
smoothness of operation. Larger payrolls and more complicated pay calculations can justify larger and more expensive installations. For example, tabulating equipment may make possible

How to Look Bef ore You Leap

There are so many different kinds
of machines and combinations of machine and manual methods that no attempt is made here to review them or
discuss the pros and cons. However, it
is clearly in order to take the time to
thoroughly appraise the present system
and any proposed new system or
changes in the old one. It is better to
be sure of where you are going. Shown
below are four points (with subpoints)
into which such an appraisal may
be organized:
I. Segregate the payroll operation into its
detailed elements, considering —

the accomplishment of important sav-

a. Types of things done or handled.

ings on both of the two big jobs of
payroll work: the calculation of gross

b. Volume of each type.

pay (particularly where there are factory incentive pay plans) and preparation of the "gross to net" payroll.
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c. Flow of each type.
2. Gather the essential facts on each operation required —
a. Sequence.
b. Frequency.
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c. Type of equipment used.
d. Work place layout.
3. Establish reasonable time standards for
all elements of the work —
a. Determine basic job requirements
and apply time standard through
time studies, comparisons with other
jobs, estimates, etc.
b. Rearrange operations to improve
flow and make better job - content
work assignments for most efficient
work.
c. Eliminate duplicate effort and unnecessary operations.
4. Evaluate possible savings to be accomplished by introduction of machine operation or additional machine operations
and consider several kinds of machines —
a. Determine elements of work which
can be performed by machine.
b. Carefully study and evaluate the
time requirement of work to be
performed by machine. Compare
with present operation.
c. Make over -all summary of the proposed new system. Consider clerical hour savings through introduction of machine operation and
match these against depreciation
or rental cost of machines.

Points Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are fundamental for proper analysis of the present
system and for securing the most efficient operation from it. Only with this
as a beginning can wise appraisal be
made of machine operation, either
new, additional or reduced in scope.
Performance Measurement:
Suggested Bases

Without some means of measure-

ment, the payroll executive is in the
dark as to the relative effectiveness of
the performance of his payroll operation. An over -all measure is necessary,
not only for comparing methods but
also for comparing performance under
the same method from month to
month. Cost per check issued (or per
cash disbursement) of the total payroll
work, is a good measure. Another is the
number of employees paid per payroll
clerk. As the number of people on
the payroll increases or decreases, the
payroll executive needs to know when
he should add to or deduct from his
clerical and machine capacity to handle
the fluctuations in volume of work.
Measurement is obviously essential to
proper control and to attaining improved performance.
The payroll executive who repeatedly tests his own operation through
performance measurement, analyzes
that operation, and carefully studies
other methods for possible improvements, can answer the questions posed
at the start of this article in the affirmative — and reasonably assure himself
that his payroll work is being performed as economically and efficiently
as possible.

Sales Accounting By Machine Methods
by WILLIAM W. BONNER
Assistant Chief Cost Accountant, The Torrington Co., Torrington, Conn.

T for sales accounting for the several
HE EVOLUTION OF A PROCEDURE
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product lines Of Our two main plants
is narrated in this article. Many of the
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

lines run to several thousand items.
The present system had its inception
in our difficulties in obtaining cost of
sales by mutual methods.
For many years we have had standard costs and, by adding or subtracting
certain standard operations from costs
of basic products, we were able to
build up reasonably accurate costs
for setting our selling prices. However, we found it very hard to maintain accurate cost of sales figures manually. For some lines, the number of
different items sold each month, plus
complicated descriptions, made it necessary to use product group averages
for cost of sales. On other products,
it was practicable to cost and extend
lists of :shipments taken from factory
production records, but here the difficulty was that often shipping memos
were held up and valuable time was
spent checking cost of sales quantities
with actual sales figures.
An opportunity to overcome these
difficulties was seen in the fact that
machine methods were used by the
company on payroll and production
cost work. It was decided to code and
punch all sales in order to be able to
tabulate cost of sales and other statistical reports. From this start we have
found it advantageous to set up cost
information on tabulating cards, build
up pre - punched files for invoicing to
eliminate coding and punching, and
we are now contemplating using the
same source records for our accounts
receivable.
MA R C H , 1 9 5 2

A Complex Sales Picture

The two main plants of the company are known as the Excelsior Plant
and the Standard Plant. The former
makes machine needles, of which there
are five basic lines as follows:
I. Knitting needles —Latch needles for the
knitting trade, with about 4,800 items.
2. Sewing machine needles — Sewing needles
for the manufacturing as well as the
family trade, with over 6,500 items.
3. Hook —Shoe machine needles, with about
700 items.
4. Felting — Needles for the felting industry, with some 300 items.
S. Full fashion — Needles for full fashion
hosiery, with about 750 items,

Most of the needles are sold through
the company's branch offices, but each
type of product ultimately goes to a
different group of customers, and there
are five different basic methods of description used to meet the needs of
the particular trade groups.
In the Standard Plant there is even
wider diversification, with ten product
lines divided among three major divisions as follows:
I. Bearing division —
a. Needle bearing —With over 3,000
items consisting, not only of standard design needle bearings, but
also of many special and "custom built" anti - friction bearings for new
or unusual applications.
b. Rollers — Straight, tapered and
spherical rollers, with over 1,200
items, some of which are sold in
very large quantities.
2. Cycle division—
a. Spoke and nipple — Spokes and nipples for bicycle manufacturers and
jobbers. Over 1,000 different spokes
alone are available.
b. Pedals — Bicycle pedals for both the
manufacturer and the jobber.
871

c. Handle bar —Over 300 different bicycle handle bars for the bicycle
industry.
d. Cycle parts —A product covering
retainers for bicycle manufacturers.

held over from one month to another.
For these and other reasons, our manual methods became inadequate. Management was not getting the statistical
information needed. It was, therefore,
decided to set up codes for all our
items, to code each sale, and to punch
the necessary information into tabulating cards. We felt that machine methods would give us the capacity and
flexibility to produce the data desired.
This was undertaken and the Cost of
Sales report shown as Exhibit 1 was
developed. The source records were
also used for other statistical reports
by customer territory, type, etc., not

3. Specialty division —
a. Sur g'caI needles —Over 900 items
in both the atraumatic and eye
types, sold directly to consumers,
jobbers and the U. S. Armed Forces.
b. Swager machine — Machines for
cold swaging metals.
c. Specialty —Many types of small
metal parts to customers' specifications.

Here too, sales are made to all types
of customers. One shipment may be
for a large quantity of standard needle
bearings to one of the major automobile companies. The next may be
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EXHIBIT 1

for a few hundred small metal pins
which have been designed and manufactured for a customer who is assembling a single item in a small shop.
Development of Cost of Sales Report

As the number of products and
items grew and better underlying costs
were available, it became increasingly
evident that a good cost of sales report
was necessary. Gross profits varied
with sales mix. Shipping memos were
872

discussed here.
The cost of sales report proved very
useful to the sales organization. Each
item sold was shown and it was a
simple matter to study individual costs
and sales. In turn, these were grouped
by types and classes, making it possible
to obtain the gross profit by item and
by group, as well as for the entire
product line. Differences in mix and
their effect were no longer hard to
determine and it was a simple matter
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

to check the items which showed losses
or small profit margins. Assuming the
best manufacturing methods and correct costs, the sales organization had
the information necessary to determine
whether or not a price change was
advisable.
Decision f o Invoice from
Pre-Punched Cards

Although the report worked out
reasonably well, some drawbacks appeared. Complicated product descriptions and the great number of different
items made coding difficult and in
some cases led to errors. Punching the
information into the cards was also
time consuming and the cards for each
group of sales had to be verified and
balanced. before they could be used.
Early in 1950 it was decided that there
might be advantages in going back one
step and making the invoice from pre punched cards rather than making the
cards from copies of the invoice. A
preliminary study was conducted and,
from the results, we felt that billing
from pre - punched cards would yield
the following benefits:
I. Savings in personnel.
2. More. prompt invoicing.
3. Better appearing invoices, with uniform
descriptions.
4. Easily obtained distributions.
5. Autcmatic checking of prices and extensions.
6. Tabulating cards with all information
needed for cost and statistical reports.
(Such cards would exactly represent the
information shown on the invoice and
would be available as soon as the invoice was tabulated, with no coding,
Punching, verifying or balancing necessary.)
MA R CH , 19 5 2

The decision was made to invoice
from pre - punched cards and an order
was placed for the necessary equipment. Our preliminary analysis, which
had indicated that many advantages
could be gained by billing from pre punched cards, had also given some
hint of the numerous problems which
we would have to solve. With this in
mind, we undertook a detailed study
of our invoicing as it was done at the
time. We took the invoices for each
product for a previous month and
studied them with relation to such
characteristics as the following:
I. Number of invoices per month.
2. Number of items per month.
3. Invoice number (each product had its
own series).
4. "Shipped to" (names and addresses
when different from "Billed to ").
5. Number of packages or cases.
6. Terms.
7. Maximum customer order number.
8. Maximum quantity.
9. Description of item (many items had
to show customer's part number as well
as ours).
10. Shipping instructions.
11. Pricing (different list prices and discounts).
12. Number of items on an invoice.

This study proved very interesting
and gave us some idea of the great
variety of information which we had
to arrange so that it could be handled
in a uniform manner to fit machine
methods imposing definite limitations
on the space available. For example,
we found that quantity shipped varied
from frequent shipments of several
million pieces in our Roller Division
873

to one -half pair of pedals in our Cycle
Division.
In our Needle Bearing Division
where only one customer's order was
included on an invoice, the order
numbers were frequently long (CV443193A), but the Needle Division
invoices which covered several orders
had relatively shorter order numbers.
Most of the needle descriptions were
very long, with different nomenclature
for each division. On the other hand,
the needle bearing and roller part descriptions were quite simple, but we
found that about fifty per cent of the
needle bearing and nearly ninety per
cent of the roller invoices had to show
the customer's part number. These
items are sold to some of our major
industries and their part numbers
are long (P- 6695870 -TPT -128 or
7450010). Pricing was also varied
with different lists and discounts.
At first glance, some of these variations seemed to present great difficulties bu t, after a little thought, we were
able to design tabulating cards and an
invoice which we felt would be able
to handle these problems. In working
on the design of the card, we found
it necessary to utilize some spaces for
more than one thing. Columns used
for customer order number in Excelsior
Plant were used for trade class, salesman and territory on Standard Plant
detail cards where no customer order
was needed. On the other hand, space
used for our long descriptions of the
needles could be used for the cus874

tomer's part number on the needle
bearing and roller cards.
Designing the Cards and the Invoice

Cards were designed which seemed
to meet all our invoicing requirements
as follows:
I. Customer Master Card
a. Has customer number, name, address, etc.
b. Shows discount or price list this
customer has for any particular
product.
c. Number of invoice copies is also
shown.
2. Miscellaneous Card
a. Designed to cover all miscellaneous information appearing on the
invoice.
3. Item Billing Card
a. Pre - punched and interpreted information:
Product code.
Style code.
Product description.
Price per M.
b. Spaced to mark -sense and punch
quantity shipped and either customer part number in Standard
Plant or customer part and customer order number in Excelsior
Plant.

As we designed the cards, we also
drew up an invoice form which was
arranged to include all the information
on the cards necessary to the customer
or to ourselves. This invoice was
ordered in six part continuous forms
to be used as follows:
I. Original invoice.
2. Duplicate invoice.
3. Accounts receivable copy.
4. File copy.
5. Cost department copy.
6. Salesman copy.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT Z

A Pair of Problems

One practical invoicing problem was
that ou:r item billing card allowed just
twenty-six columns for the item description. This seemed ample but,
when we began to fit our actual descriptions to this space, we found the
process called for considerable thought
and malty abbreviations. It proved a
MA R CH , 19 5 2

long and tedious job to check our
codes and fit our descriptions to the
card but, when we were finished, we
wondered how we had managed without doing it before. We feel that
systematic abbreviations are in most
cases better than the original descriptions. In working the abbreviations
out, we tried to be consistent in our
873

methods. However, we found that
the only practical way to handle this
problem within the space available
was to consider each product and, in
some cases even a class within a product, by itself and to set it up accordingly. The examples in Exhibit 2 give
some idea of the wide variations which
presented themselves in accommodating product abbreviations to item card
space.
Another practical problem related
to files needed for the cards. Before
ordering our tub files, we made a
study of the different products and
determined how many items each line,
class or group had which were really
active and how many were comparatively inactive. We ordered vertical
tub files and vertical guides for the
active items only. Horizontal files
were used for the inactive items and
only a few pre - punched cards were
made for each of these items. On
many of the active items in the Standard Plant we pre - punched customer
part numbers as well as our own and
identified the cards accordingly.
The Invoicing Procedure
In Outline Form

With all the preliminary work done,
the invoicing procedure worked out
methodically. A completed invoice is
shown as Exhibit 3. The procedure
follows:
I. Priced shipping memos are received
from the shipping department.
2. Quantities shipped and prices are
added on shipping memos for control
totals.
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3. Pre - punched customer master card is
pulled from tube file showing: customer
number, discount per cent or price list,
product class, number of copies of invoice required, customer name, customer street address, and customer city
and state.
4. Pre - punched "Shipped via and terms"
card is pulled from file.
S. Pre - punched product card (showing
product description) is pulled and keypunched with the following information:
number of packages, date shipped,
date invoiced, invoice number, date
(current), and renegotiation code.
6. The item cards called for by the shipping memo are pulled (pre - punched
as to product class, style code, style
description, unit — thousand, each, pair
—and price), and are mark - sensed for
quantity shipped, item complete (if
complete), customer part number (if
required), and customer order number.
7. Cards for transportation, insurance and
priority rating are added as required.
8. Cards are assembled in the proper sequence for invoicing and, as the item
cards are already priced, the cards
will remain in this order through all
machine operations until the final invoice has been tabulated, saving many
sorting and collating operations.
9. Gang punching and comparison is performed with respect to customer number, discount per cent or price list,
product code, date (current), invoice
number, and renegotiation code, and
also in the same operation, the following are mark -sense punched and compared as to quantity shipped: item
complete (if completed), customer part
number (if required), and customer
order number.
10. Mathematical check is made of the following:
Quantity times price,
less discount — Amount
In same operation, the total amount of
the invoice is accumulated and punched
into the priority card. This amount will
not show on the invoice but is in the
card and available for monthly priority
reports.
11. A preliminary listing of the invoices is
now made, showing totals as required
for the actual invoices. In addition the
totals of quantities and prices are
printed for each invoice and group of
invoices. This is run on a single copy
invoice form.
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EXHIBIT 3
12. This preliminary listing is audited for
appearance, and the total of quantities and prices is checked to the original memo (see Item 2) or group of
memos.
13. Any necessary corrections are made
and the final six -part invoices are tabulated, omitting total of prices as shown
in Item I I . Daily control totals of
quantity and sales amount are taken
by product.
14. Invoices are ready to separate, distribute and mail.
15. Cards are separated in the following
manner:
a. Master cards are returned to tub
files.
b. Detail cards go to file for further
sales statistical reports.
c. Priority cards are filed for a
monthly tabulation which lists all
rated sales by rating, showing indiMARCIY, 19 52

vidual invoice number and amount
with totals.
d. One of the statistical reports which
is proving very helpful at this time
is the renegotiation report on which
all item cards are listed by the
renegotiation code showing customer number, invoice number,
product code, sales amount, etc.
Improved Control, Accuracy,
and Invoice Appearance

With fewer clerks and less over -all
expense, we have been able to speed
up our procedures, with better control,
greater accuracy and better appearing
results. Not only has the invoicing
been speeded up but the cards from
8 7

which the invoices are written, are
balanced daily. At the month end,
they are in readiness for the cost of
sales and other statistical reports.
There is no peak load of coding,
punching and balancing.
Our control is certainly better, as
the quantities and money values shown
on our cost of sales tie in directly
with the invoicing. The same cards
are used for both. Accounts receivable controls are established daily as
the invoices are being tabulated. Distribution of our sales by class and
product is readily available at the close

Coming Articles

of the month. As to accuracy, since
our prices, customer and item codes,
and descriptions are all pre - punched,
our invoices and reports are uniform
and correct in detail. Automatic extension and checking of the item cards
has eliminated errors in pointing off,
etc., which used to occur occasionally,
even though careful manual checks
were made. Finally, the appearance
of our invoice is definitely better than
the old one, as the long descriptions
and haphazard abbreviations made it
difficult to achieve a neat appearing
document under the old system.
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THE

COST

FORM NUMBERS SHOULD BE
SHORTHAND

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
THE FORMULA USED FOR numbering
forms may seem to be a mi nor p ha se of a
forms control program. It is usually not
given the attention it deserves. The part it
plays in employee attitude towards the management of pa perwork is very often underestimated.
T he XYZ Company had an archaic
form numbering formula. It presented a
pesky problem. The procedure was illogical
and unwieldy. When a decision wa s ma de
to put th! forms and stationery inventory on
an electric punched card system, the problem became increasingly clumsy.
A typical form number (in this case, a
Corrosion Inspection Report) ran something
like this: XYZ- MFG -IN- 189- 5 -B -LP -3172.
When decoded, it meant that the XYZ
Company's Manufacturing Division (MF G)
had in its Inspection Department ( I N )
Form Number 189 which was the fifth of
a series of rela ted forms now in its second
revision (B ) , produced by the letterpress
(LP) process and assigned plate number
3172 by the company's printing department.
Since su ch a large proportion of the employees had to refer to form numbers so
frequently, much animosity was exhibited
towards the cumbersome system of forms
identification. Just why it was necessary to
incorporate historical data in the number of
the form, could not be understood. One old timer, a star quarterback in his college days
prior to Wo rld W a r I, used to display his
attitude by calling out these numbers in
the same stentorian voice he had employed
when barking out a football play.
MARCH,

1952

FORUM
An investigation revealed that many other
companies have been following the same
practice, with a number of variations. Some
indicate the type of form; whether it
is a tag, an envelope, a snapput, a card, a
single sheet, a label, or a continuous form.
Others indicate the date of the last printing and the quantity produced. Some organizations show the unit of issue, the number of parts, and the functional coding.
After careful analysis, the XY Z Company came to the conclusion that of the
eight designations being shown in their
form numbers, only three needed to be
printed on the face of the form. These
three symbols were the divisional or departmental, the numerical, and the revision
code designations. After much deliberation
the problem was simplified by assigning
main, sub, and minor code numbers, respectively, to each of these three designations.
The new formula consists of five digits
and one alphabetical code. The XYZ -MFGIN- 189- 5 -B -LP -3172 example given above,
when converted to the new formula, became simply, 23 -18913—the second revision
(B) of Form 189 in the Inspection Department (2 3 ) .
The organization chart of the XYZ Company was followed to assign the main codes
to each division and department:
20—Manufacturing division
21—Accounting department
22—Engineering department
23—Inspection department
24—Legal department
25—Mechanical department
26—Personnel department
27—Purchasing department
28—Technical department
29—Traffic department
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If the new form is one common to two
or more of the departments in the manufacturing division, Control Number 20 is
assigned to indicate its general function. On
the other hand, if the form is one dealing
with personnel, Mairi Code 26 is given to
show its specific purpose, even though all
departments in the division might use the
form. This procedure, of course, is extended
to all other departments and divisions in
the company.
Great flexibility, as well as simplicity,
was attained by making it possible to assign
up to 999 detail numbers to each of the
divisional and departmental controls. Whenever a form is revised and a new printing
plate is made, the revision is indicated by
assigning minor codes from "A" on up.
Naturally, the letters "I" and "O" are
eliminated to avoid confusion with the sub code.
A most encouraging reaction took place
when the new forms numbering formula
was adopted. It facilitated reference to the
new numbers in charts and instructions, and
in requisitioning, purchasing, and inventorying procedures. It helped the users of
forms to understand the plan as a whole
and made it easier to remember individual
forms numbers. Both management and operating personnel heaved a company -wide
sigh of relief when the old forms numbering gobbledygook was relegated to the ash can!
N. O. COUVILL0N, Baton Rouge Chapter
A REPORT ON A M ICROFILMING
PROJECT

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin;
IN

THE SE

DA Y S O F U N CE R T A I N T Y ,

we
never know what tomorrow may bring.
What I have particular reference to is the
total or partial destruction of the records
of a business and its personnel by an atomic
bomb or other disaster. Whether we admit
it or not, we are, to some extent, vulnerable.
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With this thought in mind, businesses
should lay plans to protect vital corporate
records, particularly those records essential
and necessary to re- establishment of operations.
One way that the records can be set up
and stored in a very limited amount of
space and in a safe place is by microfilming.
Microfilming serves a twofold purpose. It
pictures records on film for protection and
brings about savings in space, equipment,
and clerical time. Within the past month
my company has brought to a successful conclusion a microfilming project under the
supervision of the controller.
Our first step was to microfilm annual
financial statements, auditors' reports, budgets, books of original entry, tax statements,
and other important financial reports and
records. After completing this job, the controller made a report to top management
personnel who suggested that he cover with
the various department heads the advantages
of microfilming and request that they consider very seriously its use as applied to records within their departments. A memorandum was then received from each department head listing records to be microfilmed,
such as:
Customer contracts
Account volume
records
Personnel records
Income records
Stockholders' list
Deeds to company
property

Legal papers
Registration certificate
Policy book
Price schedules
Job manuals

We also microfilmed the minutes of meetings of the board of directors, stockholders,
executive committee, finance committee, etc.,
which covered a period of 50 years (entire
history of the company). These particular
records required only one 100 foot roll of
film stored in a carton 31/q" x 31/q" x 1 ".
It made a package small enough to carry
conveniently in a coat pocket.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

We photographed approximately 400,000
records in all, requiring only one hundred

We also had a capital savings of some
$900 representing the cost of nine -five-

and forty 100' rolls of film with twenty-two
rolls in duplicate. (Some of the records

drawer file units formerly required to house
a part of the thousands of file pa pers but no
longer needed for this purpose, since the
original records were destroyed after they

were filmed in duplicate so that one copy
could be kept in current file for reference
purposes a nd the other filed in a vault in a
city considered as not so likely to be
bombed in the event of war.) We averaged
the photographing of nine to eleven thousand records each day. The records varied
in size from a small 3 x 5 ca rd to legal size
documents and tax statements.
The entire job was completed in nine
weeks. Its gross and net cost may be su m-

were microfilmed.
Ou r plans for the fu tu re a re to bring a ll
the records up -to -date on an annual basis.
Estimated cost on this comes to less than
$150 for salary, film, and machine rental.
The management is well - pleased with the
results obtained and, we might sa y, "sold"
on the idea of microfilming of records for
the two reasons mentioned earlier, security
and savings in space and equipment.

marized as follows:

H. N. DEAN, Atlanta Chapter

AMOUNT

UNIT COST
PER DOCUMENT

$310

$.00079

Film -73 rolls ($6.65 each)
148 Receiving spools (30¢ each)

530

.00136

Equipment rental $36.00 per month
photo machine and
reader

110

.00028

$950

$.00243

Salary— Machine operator

Total gross cost
Annual savings
Space released from filing equipment

$450

Salary cost saving in reduced effort
in obtaining records from transfer
and current files

250
700

Net Cost

WHAT ARE THE OBSTACLES TO
BETTER INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTING
CURRICULA?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
MR, KALCIK'S ARTICLE

in the September,

1951 N.A.C.A. Bulletin was read with some
interest. His title, "Do Our Schools Turn
Out Industrial Accountants ?" has been for
MA R CH , 19 5 2

$250

me an unanswered question for some years.
I have grown to feel that our business
schools are not interested in developing
industrial accountants or are not aware of
the need or distinction involved.
Perhaps the definition (or lack of one) of
an industrial accountant has something to do
with the situation. Some such uncertainty
appea rs to exist with respect to his special
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province, the field of cost accounting. It
seems to me that cost accounting begins
with the first break -down or segregation of
operating expenses. However, so much emphasis is placed —with respect to the cost
accountant's work —upon the means of obtaining detailed costs of various products
and individual units, that sight is lost of
the broader boundaries of the function.
My appraisal of current educational programs results in somewhat the same conclusion as Mr. Kalcik has come to. However, mine has been reached after consideration of the lack of recognition available
to industrial accountants as such. The question here perhaps is, "Should we establish
some sort of public recognition of industrial
accountants in their work or should we
establish a level of required standards and
confer certificates on those who succeed in
qualifying under it ?" Suitable recognition
is an important factor to an individual.
Standing has a lot to do with the acceptability of a job. Even the attire which a
position calls for may have great significance, as was demonstrated in the case of
the laboratory worker who wished to resign
because her new job classification deprived
her of her white coat. Perhaps it is lack of
public recognition which moves students not
to seek to study cost accounting.
The shortcomings of our educational institutions in this respect seem to be set forth
in their listing of accounting courses offered.
There seems to me to be a great weakness
in this group of courses. There is a
marked absence of subjects related to cost
accounting, such as shop practice, plant
maintenance, factory management or organization, time and motion study, job and
methods standardization, office management,
all of which are important to the industrial
accountant. On the other hand, it is evident that the curricula offered by the schools
give foremost consideration to the needs of
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the individual aspiring to become a certified
public accountant. Considering the breadth
of the education necessary to develop a good
industrial accountant, is it any wonder that
our schools are not turning out cost accountants ?
In Mr. Kalcik's tabulation it may well be
noted that "elements of cost accounting"
which, with 97 per cent, ranked second in
importance in the eyes of accounting executives, is accorded, usually, just one semester.
"Advanced cost accounting," rated 83 per
cent or fourth in subject importance in the
tabulation, is also ordinarily accorded a
one - semester perusal. Other subjects apparently considered vital by the accounting
executives and which are commonly limited
to a one semester course are, as revealed by
the article:
RANKING

Accounting systems
Analysis of financial control
and budgeting
Auditing
Statistical method
Advanced accounting
Production planning and
control

5
6
8
10
II
not ranked.

Some of the indications of Mr. Kalcik's
not understand what
prompted some of the executives to select as
essential to the education of an industrial
accountant such subjects as:
survey puzzle me. I do

Federal and state income taxes
Auditing
General economics
Advanced accounting problems
Corporation finance
Of the twelve listed as important, these five
subjects appear to me to be of less significance to industrial accountants than to public accountants. Again, I observe that the
selections must have been made in the light
of the interpretation of what an industrial
accountant is.
The thought occurs to me that a survey of
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

what a student who wishes to become an
industrial accountant should study would be
most interesting. Instea d of listing a series
of courses which are available, as was done,
a request might be made for listing those
which ought to be stu died. Perhaps, then,
with such a guide before them, the more
alert schools would provide the suggested
subjects and embark upon a full program
for industrial accountants.
JAMES W . JONES, Baltimore 'Chapter
PRI NC IPLE O F RESPONSIBILITY

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I N A S M U C H A S R E P O R T S which reflect personal responsibility are basic to managerial
control of operations, the organization chart
should present an up -to -date picture of the
primary functions of a compa ny and designate those individuals who are responsible
for their successful performance. Only a
current and accurate chart should be used
by the accountant as a gu ide in setting up
his accounts and for designating those individuals who will receive his various reports.
These reports may be u sed by management
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to determine whether actual performance is
satisfactory or unsatisfactory when compared
with what was planned. If unsatisfactory results are disclosed, management should turn
immediately to the individuals responsible.
However, no executive wants to be held
accountable for activities over which he has
no control. Accordingly, now —near the
sta rt of a new year —is an opportu ne time
to suggest a review of the organization
structure of the compa ny and of the present
organization chart to determine what
changes, if any, have occurred since the
chart was prepared or most recently revised.
It is especially important from the accountant's viewpoint that, after this has been
done, he review the content of each report
which he prepares to determine whether or
not all items included are the responsibility
of the person in charge of the related activity. A reporting system which is in
agreement with the existing organization
structure is more useful to management than
one which does not correctly reflect the responsibility of each executive.
PAU L C R OSSMAN , Omaha Chapter
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